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Welcome

editor’s note

Featured authors
James
miller

 
 
 
 
 
James is a lead creative 
technologist at AnalogFolk. 
From page 76 he lists 10 tips 
to give you the best results 
when developing hybrid apps  
w: james-miller.co.uk 
t: @jimhunty

Yaron
schoen

 
 
 
 
 
Yaron is a product designer 
based in Brooklyn, New York. 
From page 68 he discusses the 
pros and cons of freelancing, 
to help you make the jump 
w: yaronschoen.com 
t: @Yarcom

dan 
Goodwin

 
 
 
 
 
Dan is the UX director at 
fffunction. On page 28 he 
explores how UX professionals 
need to adapt when designing 
for the Internet of Things  
w: bouncingdan.co.uk 
t: @bouncingdan

Keav Y
mcminn

 
 
 
 
 
Keavy is a software developer 
working at GitHub, and an 
Ironman triathlete. On page 
104 she presents her 
beginners’ guide to Git  
w: keavy.co.uk 
t: @keavy

  Welcome

Leaving employment behind and going it alone 
is a big step. Sure, there are risks involved 

and the freelance lifestyle isn’t for everybody, but 
some people wouldn’t have it any other way. The 
benefits can be massive – and who wouldn’t want to 
be their own boss? So, if you’re thinking of making 
the plunge, don’t miss Yaron Schoen’s pros and 
cons of freelancing on page 68. And if you already 
are a freelancer, Yaron’s feature provides a ton of 
takeaways to help you become even better. 

Elsewhere this issue, there are tips for landing 
big clients, how to get paid, how to be better at 
networking and more. We also hear from people who 
have taken it one step further and set up their own 

company. We hope you’ll feel inspired and ready to 
kick that freelance gig into full speed. 

And of course we also have another fantastic 
freebie for you: this issue comes with a free digital 
copy of the complete 37-page mobile prototyping 
chapter of Rachel Hinman’s The Mobile Frontier – 
A Guide for Designing Mobile Experiences, courtesy 
of Rosenfeld Media. Turn to page 102 for details 
on how to get your copy.

 Enjoy!

Oliver Lindberg, editor
oliver.lindberg@futurenet.com
@oliverlindberg
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Paying uP
Freelance frontend designer 
and developer Matt Shaw 
sent a plea for help into the 
twittersphere after struggling 
with late-paying clients. We 
retweeted his question from 
@netmag, and our followers 
were only too happy to offer 
their advice …  

@mttshw How do other 
freelancers deal with late/
non-payers? And how long 
do you leave it before taking 
drastic action?
@becskr: Two months after 
bill was due. If they don’t 
respond, I take it to small 
claims.
@TEDavis: May not help here, 
but get a contract in place and 
at least some of the budget 
up-front before starting.
@AndrewPaschall1: Anything 
that falls outside of the agreed 
terms in the contract is 

grounds for collections. 
#contracts ... use them.
@icedgraphics: If it goes over 
30 days, they get a new invoice 
with added 10%, if it then goes 
another week the site gets 
suspended.
@jannicamorton: We charge 
5% after 30 days and after six 
months hire a collection 
agency.
@wibbleweb: Contract states 
a percentage increase for  
non-payment. Try to ensure 
it’s understood prior to 
commencement. Second 
invoice sorts it.
@daveymackintosh: I add 1% 
quoted per working day (max 
of double price). It’s late after 
a 28-day period, and after 
three months it’s a summons.

generate  
nyC keynote
This is the video and 
transcript from my talk at net 
magazine’s #generateconf 
in NYC: I have no idea what 
the hell I am doing – netm.ag/
frost-270.
Brad Frost, Pittsburgh, US 
Thanks for sharing, Brad. 
This was a brilliant opening 
keynote and we urge 
everybody to check it out. 
It’s essential viewing/
listening/reading, especially 
if you also feel overwhelmed 
in your job and uncertain 
of the future of web design 

and development. And if 
you’re wondering what we 
are planning for Generate 
London on 17 and 18 Sept, 
check out generateconf.com/
london-2015. 

CoLour on tHe WeB
We recently published ‘12 
colours and the emotions 
they evoke’ by Jerry Cao 
on Creative Bloq (netm.ag/
colour1-270). The article 
explores how colours can 
be used to elicit emotions, 
and prompted a comment 
from Andre Guilherme, who 
suggested you should also 
apply colours according to 
the country and society your 
design is aimed at, which is a 
very good point. If you want 
to read more, we recommend 
Cindy Li’s ‘Find the perfect 

colour for your website’ 
(netm.ag/colour2-270), 
which includes a useful chart 
showing the geographical 
relationships between colour 
and mood, and ‘Colour 
theory for the web’ by Scott 
Kellum (netm.ag/colour3-270), 
which explains how to 
manipulate colour with Sass. 

CorreCtion
We mistakenly attributed 
the wrong bio information 
to Bryn Taylor (bryntaylor.
co.uk), one of the Design 
Challenge contestants in 
issue 269. The correct bio 
should read: “Bryn is a 
visual designer at service 
and product design agency 
Great Fridays. Clients 
include Mastercard, 
Vodafone and Paypal”. 
Sorry, Bryn!

Non Payers Cole Henley suggests using emotional blackmail when facing  
non-payers (netm.ag/reminder-266)

  contact us   @netmag  /netmag  +netmagazine  netmag@futurenet.com  net.creativebloq.com 

Mail, tweets,  
posts and rants
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Network

What are the top freelance 
mistakes to avoid?

  tHE PoLL

c o o l  s t u f f
W e  l e a r n e d
t h i s  m o n t h 
 
UX tiPs from Lady GaGa

 “Keep YouTube 
looking shitty”, 

was Gaga’s advice 
to Google when she 
was shown some slick 
prospective designs for 
the site. We think there 
might be something in 
that: users need to feel 
they can leave fingerprints, 
and preserving authenticity 
has its own value. 
netm.ag/gaga-270

vitaL miNUtiae of UX

 Based on the book 
Microinteractions 

by Dan Saffer, this article 
outlines the significance 
and mechanics of the 
tiny interactions that 
users have with your 
products – such as clicking 
a button or retweeting 
something. When there’s 
feature parity, it’s UX 
that determines whether 
customers choose you 
or the competition. 
netm.ag/minutiae-270 

emPathy is the key 

 In this interview with 
Google’s accessibility 

experts, we learn that over 
a billion people have some 
kind of disability, and that 
empathy and imagination 
are what’s needed to make 
our apps accessible to 
them. The biggest mistake 
designers make is to try to 
tack accessibility on at the 
end – it needs to be part of 
the process from the start. 
netm.ag/empathy-270

Poor time 
management 15%
It’s your responsibility 
to get organised

taking on too much 10%
Learning to say ‘No’  
is a skill in itself

isolation 8%
Work can suffer 

from a lack of 
objective criticism

Underselling  
yourself 40%  

Modesty will get  
you nowhere

Not using contracts 18%
Cover your back with the 
right legal paperwork

 No business plan 7%
Freewheeling just 

won’t cut it here

Poor use of  
social media 3%

To tweet or  
not to tweet? 

I was wearing the 
wrong colour shoes –  
brown shoes, blue suit.  

@cole007 

Loved the concept but 
was marked down for 
not presenting using 

PowerPoint. *shudder*
@gramatter

I lost out on a project 
because I refused to fill 
out time sheets.  

@martinbean 

I was told I would get 
bored of the role quickly 
so they decided to not 

offer. Nice of them to make that 
decision for me, like.  
@danjdavies

Because I’m from 
Middlesbrough!
@libwella  

Your concept is 
nice but it’s not in 
our budget!

@amarsinhbhagat

Because I couldn’t log 
in to any websites I 
was presenting – I 

didn’t have @keepass handy!  
@bluewhitew

Because I refused NOT 
to do responsive.
@sunscreem

I’ve been told I’m 
too experienced 
before now. That was 

a weird one. Surely that’s a 
good hire policy?  
@nonswearyphil

We had loads of great answers 
to this question. Check them out 
at netm.ag/twitter-270

 From our timeline  
What’s the worst reason you’ve been  
given for not getting a job?
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exchange
Q&As

Freelance
GoinG it alone
I’d be interested in knowing everything 
you’d need to do to transition from 
permanent to freelance.
Mark Stickley, London, UK 
aD: Here are three things you can do. 
First, build up a financial buffer so you 
could pay your bills for at least three 

months if you got no work at all, or if 
a client took weeks to pay you. Second, 
make friends with other freelancers – 
often they’ll recommend you for work 
when they’re too busy. Third, hire an 
accountant. They’ll help you get set 
up, and give you advice on making the 
transition to freelance. [For more advice 
on going freelance, flip to page 68.]

I’m thinking of switching from Photoshop 
to Mac’s affinity Designer. any tips?
Carolyn

  QUESTION OF THE MONTH

Send your questions to netmag@futurenet.com

Practical  
advice from 

industry experts

Sarah DraSner
Sarah is a senior 
UX engineer and an 
interaction designer   
w: sarahdrasnerdesign.com  
t: @sarah_edo

robert hoekman Jr
Robert is a UX strategy 
consultant and is currently 
writing a book on how 
to become a UX leader  
w: rhjr.net t: @rhjr

anna Debenham
Anna is a freelance 
frontend developer 
based in London  
w: maban.co.uk  
t: @anna_debenham

Lior FrenkeL
Lior founded nuSchool, 
which helps freelancers 
with business  
w: thenuschool.com  
t: @hamutsi

This monTh feaTuring...

SD: I haven’t tried Affinity – it looks good! If you’re excited about a new technology, 
by all means, use it! But keep in mind there are only so many hours in the day. I’ll 
often wait to see if a community surrounds a new technology before I invest time 
learning it. Sometimes tried-and-true methods are best for working in production. 
I’m completely OK with using decade-old Photoshop and Illustrator for the bulk of my 
projects. I found an article that aligns with my thoughts on this: netm.ag/boring-270. 
[There are some great video tutorials for working with Affinity Designer at netm.ag/affinity-270, 
or pick up a copy of issue #269 for a tutorial from Dale Cook: netm.ag/269-270.]

Design options Affinity Designer is one of the hot new design tools on the market (image: Ben O’Brien)
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Q&As

FInance
laSt reSort
 I’m having trouble getting paid. Small
claims court seems pointless – can I get 
my money or should I give up?
Gordon Bretz, Gloucester, US
lF: That sucks! First, talk before you 
shoot – send multiple reminders to 
everyone at your client’s office. Make 
sure they know they haven’t paid. Then 
send a letter from a lawyer – even if you 
don’t intend to sue. It might scare them. 
And then there are a few ‘inappropriate’ 
methods which I’ve detailed in my book 
Pay me … or else! like airing the dirty 
laundry in public or taking the website 
off air until you’re paid (grab the free 
ebook at netm.ag/pay-269).

SVG
tranSForminG bitmapS
Is it possible to turn a bitmap image into 
SVG, to take advantage of its fluidity?
Asif Raeen, Agra, IN
SD: The method you should use has a lot 
to do with the image itself. I typically use 
a tool like Illustrator to trace the image 
with custom tracing presets or by hand. 
If it’s a detailed photo with a lot of 
information, it’s better to just serve an 
optimised JPEG, PNG or GIF. There are 
a number of ways to create a responsive 
image that scales, without multiplying 
source file downloads – e.g. a  <picture>  
element with a polyfill.

Very recently, Eric Meyer came out 
with a new resource that enables you 
to convert bitmaps to SVGs. Flaming 
Shame (netm.ag/shame-270) turns raster 
images into SVG files by remapping, 
pixel by pixel, on to the coordinate 
system. It then finds sections of repeated 
pixel information and combines them to 
make the file smaller – a process similar 
to GIF compression. 

This is a very new technology, but it 
looks promising. I haven’t worked with it 
in-depth yet, but I anticipate this kind of 
automation would work well on smaller, 
similarly coloured images rather than 
large information-dense bitmaps.

Freelance
Sole traDer
What are the benefits of being a sole trader 
as opposed to a limited company?
Glen Wheeler, Newcastle, UK 
aD: Being a limited company means 
more paperwork, but you have the option 
of hiring employees, and there can be tax 
savings compared to a sole trader if 
you’re earning over a certain amount a 
year. Your business is a separate legal 
entity and personal assets like your home 
are protected against company debts. 
Some companies won’t do business with 
sole traders, which is what eventually 
prompted me to make the switch. It’s 
always best to talk to an accountant 
about your options. 

 3  s i m p l e  s t e p s
Can you recommend any 
good articles or tutorials 
to master SVG? 
Mau-mau, New York, US

SD: There are a few really great resources 
to get you started with SVG. 

From beginner to maSter
If you’d like to take the leap from 
beginner to master, everything you 

might want to know – and then some – 
is covered in this excellent ‘Compendium 
of SVG Information’ by CSS-Tricks (netm.
ag/SVG1-270). 

USing SVg
That said, my personal favourite 
article for getting up-and-running 

with SVG is ‘Using SVG’, also by CSS-Tricks 
(netm.ag/SVG2-270). 
 

tHe mUSt reaD
A must-read is Sara Soueidan’s 
‘Understanding SVG Coordinate 

Systems and Transformations’. This three-
part series explains viewbox, and other 
parts of the SVG coordinate system and 
SVG transforms. These lay the foundation 
for so many other whys and hows of 
working with SVG, so that you know 
exactly what you’re manipulating.

getting paid Pay me ... or else! (netm.ag/pay-269) and Why Won’t you pay me? (netm.ag/why-270) from nuSchool 
give some guidance on what to do if a client decides not to cough up
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exchange
Q&As

Freelance
paperwork problemS
I’d like some advice about paperwork 
(proposals, quote, invoices) please!  
Dona Bella, Jakata, ID 
aD: Paperwork might be the suckiest 
thing about running a business, but it’s 
essential to its success. To keep track of 
estimates and invoices, I’m a big fan of 
FreeAgent (freeagent.com) – I use it to 
log my timesheets and expenses, and it 
works out how much a client owes me and 
puts it into a pretty invoice. For writing 
contracts, I highly recommend Andrew 
Clarke’s Contract Killer (netm.ag/killer-
266), which I’ve adapted and used with 
my clients. They all comment on how 
easy to understand it is.

UX
workinG toGether
In what ways do you think content strategy 
and UX can work together? 
Robert Mills, Cardiff, UK 
rh: Content strategy used to be the 
purview of the UX professional. It was 
tough. Tedious. Time-consuming. Then 
some smart people came along and 
turned it into a profession. Problem is, 
I have yet to work with one of them – 
I’m still doing it myself. But there’s an 
answer buried inside this origin story: 
content strategy is absolutely part of a 
user’s experience, whether UI writing, 
blog posts, product descriptions, or 
something else. If you can find a content 
strategist, start collaborating. Vision 
and content are best friends.

FInance
neGotiation tipS
What methods do you recommend 
for negotiation?
Leon Brown, Liverpool, UK
lF: The best and yet most under-used 
method is simply to get into the other 
side’s shoes. They have interests and 
priorities that might be different to yours, 
but understanding those will help you 
come up with good alternatives. 
Negotiation should never be a game of 
power. Quite the opposite – you want to 
come up with creative solutions in which 
both sides win. More like relationships, 
less like Game of Thrones.

Freelance
it’S in the name
Is there a difference between being a 
freelancer as opposed to a sole design 
business operator?
Phil Ward, Adelaid, AU
aD: If you’re thinking purely about client 
perception, I don’t think there’s a whole 
lot of difference. I prefer to pitch myself 
as a freelancer rather than a business 
because it feels more friendly. After all, 
clients are asking for me rather than my 
company. I really like Harry Roberts’ 
approach to this – he doesn’t hide behind 
a company name and it’s very clear who 
you’ll be working with (netm.ag/roberts-
270). His ‘hire me’ page is fantastic.

UX
meaSurinG SucceSS
What method do you use to measure the 
success of an online enterprise platform’s 
visual revamp?  
Maryam Kazerooni, San Francisco, US
rh: There’s no such thing as a visual 
revamp that doesn’t affect UX. Change 
a visual, you change a behaviour. Hence, 
measure the same way you measure any 
other design change: stick tracking code 
on everything, let the dust settle, and see 
how it does. Tweak and revise as needed, 
using evidence as your argument. 

Before all that, though, run the new 
design through iterative usability tests 
(revise between each session) to get 
it right before you get it wrong. Roll 
out the changes over time for a more 
controlled reaction. 

UX
hover vS Drop-Down
Main navigation: drop-down on 
click or on hover?
Michael Häne, Zürich, CH
rh: First, make sure you ask the 
question: should the hidden navigation 
be hidden? Drop-downs can have lower 
usability than exposed navigation. They 
can also get in the way by opening during 
unrelated mouse movements. Hidden-
but-available nav, however, can 
encourage quicker discovery. If you’re 
sure about the drop-down, a delayed 
hover (around a quarter of a second) is 
a solid solution – for desktop anyway. 
On mobile, people have to tap no matter 
what. Go back to my first sentence.

Freelance
makinG a propoSal
How should people approach proposals 
and spec documents for private clients?
Tom Jepson, Nottingham, UK
aD: Before sending an estimate based 
on a proposal, I like to sit down with the 
client and go through the spec together 
to discuss how I’d approach building each 
bit, and anything I have concerns about. 
Sometimes requirements that hadn’t 
been thought of will emerge, or they’ll 
realise others aren’t important. Also, 
some things may look straightforward 
on paper but when you talk to the client 
about how their system works, you’ll 
realise it’ll take a lot longer, so it’s good 
to learn that up-front.

Hover option Target rethought its on-hover desktop 
nav for mobile, offering users a category view

on paper Andrew Clarke’s Contract Killer is 
a handy guide for writing contracts





The conference for web designers, 
presented by net and Creative Bloq,  

is back! Here’s why you need to be there ... 

01. An outstanding speaker line-up
We’ve put together a stellar bunch of people 
for this event (see netm.ag/speakersLondon)

02. Two days, one track
We’ve expanded the conference to two days, 
one track, so you won’t miss anything!

03. Tomorrow’s trends today
Learn the principles and techniques you 
need to stay ahead of the curve

04. Shopify’s interactive workshop 
Get an overview of the Shopify platform in 
this 30-minute session

05. Superb networking opportunities
Make contact with fellow web folk in a fun, 
energised environment

06. An amazing location
Generate will take place at the Grand 
Connaught Rooms, just off Covent Garden 

07. Hang out with the speakers
Why not share a beer with the speakers and 
the Generate team the day before the show? 

08. Party the night away 
Don’t miss our party at the end of day one,  
for more networking opportunities

09. The net awards
The net awards ceremony is taking place on 
the evening of day two. Celebrate with us!

10. Exclusive Generate videos 
Afterwards, you’ll get exclusive online access 
to all the talks you may have missed 

11. Did we mention lunch?
If you still need persuading, here’s a final 
clincher – the lunch will be fantastic!

11 reasons why you should attend 

eric Meyer
meyerweb.com

rachel andrew
rachelandrew.co.uk

sara soueidan
sarasoueidan.com

John allsopp
johnfallsopp.com

generateconf.com/london-2015 

tickets on sale now
Explore CSS, UX, web performance 
strategies, the Internet of Things 
and much, much more!

Grand Connaught Rooms : 17-18 September 2015
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Side PROJeCT OF THe MONTH 16
Carlos Sánchez harnessed the power of 
WebGL to uncover the inner workings of 
new Star Wars droid BB-8

Need liST 19
Web design stuff we want this month, 
including a mesmerising generative art app 
and a try-before-you-buy font service

ClieNTS FROM Hell 17
One demanding client flies into a fit of 
rage when his site experiences some 
unexpected downtime

BeyONd PixelS 22
Designer and frontend dev Caleb Sylvest 
explains how a love of craftmanship led 
him to explore the art of bookbinding

WORkSPaCe 18
Ugmonk designer Jeff Sheldon tells us the 
stories behind the objects on show in his 
home office in the suburbs

eveNT RePORT 23
Oliver lindberg reports on the highlights 
and takeaways from beyond tellerrand’s 
fifth birthday in Düsseldorf
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Side project

net: Why did you make howbb8works.com?
CS: Like many people, I was amazed by BB-8 

the moment I saw it on the teaser trailer for The Force 
Awakens. When J.J. Abrams confirmed it wasn’t 
CGI, but a real prop, the internet exploded and the 
speculation began. I’ve been working with 3D web 
technology for the past two years and I was certain 
that using WebGL to showcase an animated 3D 
model of BB-8 would blow people’s minds.

net: Can you talk us through the process?
CS: I couldn’t have found a better collaborator than 
CGI artist Emilio Gelardo. He came up with two 
different mechanisms based on all the information 
we had, and then he modelled and animated them. 
I then started envisioning the site – I wanted to use 
storytelling to reveal all we knew about BB-8. A fully 
responsive, one-page format – almost like a blog post 
on steroids – was perfect for that. I created some 

wireframes and figured out the information 
architecture, but didn’t work on any high-fidelity 
mockups. Instead, I started coding right away, which 
is an approach that I only follow when working on side 
projects.

net: Did you face any challenges? 
CS: One of the main challenges when working with 
3D content on the web is performance. The Verold 3D 
engine is based on three.js, a JavaScript library that 
uses WebGL to render 3D graphics on the browser. 
Even though WebGL uses the GPU to accelerate 
graphics, 3D content can seriously affect performance 
if it’s not used properly. Using a tool like Verold, we 
were able to leverage an interactive 3D experience 
with a minimum performance impact.

net: Have you learnt anything new from working 
on this project?
CS: This project confirmed that 3D can be a very 
effective way to engage audiences. When you break 
the canvas and make the 3D look like another DOM 
element, users interact with it in a very natural way. 
I have also learned a lot of new things about robotics 
and Star Wars. I didn’t know what holonomic motion 
was and I had no idea that Ralph McQuarrie originally 
envisioned R2-D2 as a rolling ball!  

HoW DoeS BB-8 Work?
Designer Carlos Sánchez used WebGL to reveal 

the inner workings of Star Wars’ new droid

 Side project of the month

 Info

job: Designer and 
frontend developer, Box

w: carloscv.com

t: @chocotuits



Working as a freelancer 
poses one major question: where 
do I work? We asked our Twitter 

followers how they cope ...

GET OUT Of THE HOUSE
“Get out early in the morning and 

fake the commute time with a 
short walk,” offers @designorant.
 markusfreise suggests mixing@
it up: “Often I work in my rented 

office, sometimes in my basement 
studio. And if I need to get out, 

in a coffee shop or similar.”
 

GET cOnnEcTEd
Supereight Studio’s Matt Hamm 
says, “shared office space helps 

me manage my work/life balance 
much more easily and is a lot of 
fun.” @designerlab_DK agrees: 
“Meet new people, get inspired, 

socialise and most important get 
new projects through the others...” 

However, @Youssef__S turns to 
another source for inspiration, 

and gets himself into work mode 
by “summoning the spirits of 

creativity to work on the 
design problem.” 

cLEAR cLUTTER
Make sure you clear space, 

both physically and mentally, from 
the get-go. @Zelig880 advises 

a space that’s “clean with no 
distraction; pencil, notebook and 
laptop. And make sure the phone 

is not reachable!” @tweetbydiane 
has a more radical approach: 

“We have banished our overnight 
guests to a futon, so the ‘spare’ 

room is now a studio.” 

Set up your
workSpace

 How to

clientsfromhell.net
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At one time, a national TV show highlighted 
some software I made for a client of mine. 

The server was far from prepared for the rush of 
new users that immediately came afterwards, 
and the server died completely as a result.

client: You should’ve warned me that your 
software isn’t able to work on that server! 
Why didn’t you fix it before this happened?
Me: We couldn’t prepare for the rush made by 
a show with millions of viewers. The 
requirements in our contract speak of 20 users at 
a time, not 20,000 users at a time. I can upgrade 
the server, of course, but it will take a little bit 
of time.
client: Fix it immediately! This is a disaster!

It took me 20 minutes to order a new server, 
move the software and update the domain with 
the new IP address. 

The next day ...

client: That was completely unacceptable. I want 
a guarantee that this never happens again.
Me: What never happens, exactly? Downtime? 
I can’t guarantee that.
client: Why not? Buy a bigger server then. Costs 
don’t matter!
Me: Even with a bigger server, I cannot guarantee 
that it will never be down. There are too many 
possible bottlenecks and causes for overload – 
among a variety of other issues that may cause 
a server to be unreachable. I just can’t give you 
a guarantee. Big companies pay up to 
€100,000 per year to get a guarantee that 
a downtime doesn’t take longer than –
client: Then give me that!
Me: Do you have €100,000?
client: No. 
Me: Well ...

time out
 Clients from Hell
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Exclusively for net: the latest in a series  
of anonymous accounts of nightmare clients
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Ugmonk started as a small 
side project creating simple, 

typographic T-shirts, and has 
grown into a lifestyle brand that 
I now run full-time. Thanks to 
technology, I can work from 
almost anywhere. I spend most 
days here in my home studio in 
the suburbs of Philadelphia, just 
a few steps away from hiking trails 
and fresh air. Although there are 
advantages to living in a big city, 
there are also advantages to being 
away from the chaos and having 
a quiet space to think and create. 

I designed a space that fits my 
personal workflow, and surround 
myself with things that inspire 
me. Everything in my office 

contributes to the aesthetic and 
style of my work. My favourite 
aspect of my current setup is the 
natural light from the windows, 
which offer an ever-changing 
view as the seasons come and go.

Everything starts with my 
sketchbook (1). Getting my ideas 
down on paper is a must for me. 
Even though many of my designs 
are finished in digital form, pencil 
and paper gives me the freedom to 
quickly sketch out concepts and 
explore new ideas. 

When designing physical 
products it’s important to see the 
fabric and colours in person, and 
not just rely on digital renderings. 
I often have various samples of 

fabric and leather (2) on my desk, 
to reference.

One of the first non-shirt 
products I designed for Ugmonk 
was a mug with the slogan ‘And 
Then I Woke Up’ (3). It not only 
makes a great coffee mug, but also 
doubles as a nice pen and pencil 
holder on my desk.

I’m constantly fiddling with 
things while working or talking 
on the phone. These irregular-
shaped wood blocks made by 
Areaware (4) are fun to play with 
while I’m thinking.

I inherited my grandfather’s 
pocket watch (5). The detailing 
and craftsmanship is amazing, 
especially when you unscrew the 
back and see the tiny mechanical 
parts. On my shelves, I have a 
collection of film cameras that 
also belonged to my grandfather. 
These are works of art in 
themselves, but also a reminder 
that it’s not about the latest tools, 
it’s about how you see things.  

Fresh sentiments
Jeff Sheldon gives us the tour of his breezy home office in 

Philadelphia, where he runs lifestyle brand Ugmonk
 workSPACE

2

4

3
5

 Info

job: founder, 
Ugmonk

t: @ugmonk 

w: ugmonk.com
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Need list

(1) Unable to afford the fonts you want? With Fontstand, you can try before you buy for a fraction of the price (fontstand.com). (2) This generative 
art app was created by Yuri Vishnevsky and provides a balance of inspiration and relaxation (weavesilk.com). (3) This ebook from Richard Muscat 

guides you through metrics and misaligned focus to help you create the ultimate online sales experience (netm.ag/muscat-270). (4) Gathering 
together some of the best names in the industry, Grow will guide you towards a sustainable business (shopify.com/grow). (5) Baffled by the new 
version of JavaScript? Dr Axel Rauschmayer has put together this book on the all-new ECMAScript 6 (exploringjs.com). (6) Being a freelancer can 

present some new challenges – thankfully Harpoon is here to help you manage the financial side of things (harpoonapp.com). 

Small objects of web design desire: from a font service that lets 
you try before you buy to a mesmerising generative art app

 Need list

What we think

Stuff We Want

Designing for Conversion  £3siLK $2.99fonTsTAnD   VARioUS
 

expLoring es6 $27  HArpoon $19
 

grow FREE
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Beyond pixels

 Bookbinding began as a requirement for 
me. During my final year studying graphic 

design at university, I had to come up with classes 
to fill the empty hours in my schedule in order to 
retain full-time student status. 

I was a fifth-year senior (yup, one of those 
guys) and had already completed most of the 
required courses to graduate. I had also already 
participated in electives like jogging and bowling, 
so I was on the lookout for options. One of my 
teachers suggested the Book Arts course.

The class taught several binding methods, 
with a focus on meticulous craft and plenty of 
attention to detail. I loved it. Precision and craft 
have always been important to me in my digital 
design work, and the same was true when it 
came to creating physical products.

After I graduated, I didn’t practice my book 
arts skills again until I was living in Nashville, 
Tennessee, and I stumbled upon an invite to a 
bookbinding event. I signed up and spent a couple 
of months making several dozen handmade 
books to present and sell. The show went well, 
and it was fun to meet other local book artists 
– you really don’t often bump into many people 
who practice book arts!

Presenting in the show rekindled my 
interest in bookbinding, and I took it up as a 
hobby. Working mostly work in web design 

and development, I enjoy stepping away from 
the computer to craft handmade notebooks to 
use personally, give away to friends and family, 
and sell at local art shows and venues.

About a year-and-a-half ago, I created my first 
online course teaching bookbinding and launched 
it on Skillshare. I was surprised and excited to 
find that others were interested in learning 
how to bind their own books. My first course on 
Perfect Bound Binding (netm.ag/perfect-270) 
was well-received, leading me to create a second 
one on Coptic Stitch Binding (netm.ag/coptic-270). 

Teaching opened a whole new world, and 
I discovered that I truly enjoy showing others 
how to gain a cool skill. Now I typically spend 
more time prepping and creating new courses 
to share with others than building books to sell. 
I’m working on three new courses that will launch 
on Skillshare soon. 

If you are interested trying it out, take look at 
my Perfect Bound Binding course. It’s fun to bring 
bookbinding back to its roots by crafting hand-
bound books from raw materials. 

BookBinding 
This month … Caleb Sylvest returned to a college  

pastime and discovered a love of teaching

 bEyOnd PIxELs

Stuff i like

una krave tS
Frontend developer, IBM

una.im

EmmEt
Emmet is an incredible plugin 

for text editors, which 
enables you to quickly write 

CSS or HTML via a shorthand 
syntax and tabbing. It has 

completely changed the way I 
write code, and improved my 

speed and productivity.
emmet.io

Gulp
Customisable task runners 
like gulp are indispensable 
for frontend projects. Steal 
my starter environment at  
netm.ag/starter-270. I use 

gulp to watch and compile 
Sass, concatenate and minify 
my scripts, optimise images, 

and run servers through 
BrowserSync. 

gulpjs.com

SpEctaclE
This Mac app allows you to 

quickly move windows around 
your screen, and you can split 
your screen between different 

programs with just a few  
key-presses. Use it with 

BrowserSync or LiveReload, 
and you can write code and 

instantly see the result on the 
other half of the screen. 

spectacleapp.com

Caleb (calebsylvest.com) is a 
designer and developer from 
south Louisiana. He currently 
resides in Dallas, Texas, with 
his wife and son
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EVENT GUIDE
 

ThaT ConferenCe
DATE: 10-12 Aug 2015

LOCATION: Wisconsin, us
Plugged as the summer camp 
for geeks, this is no traditional 
tech conference. sessions on 
mobile, web and cloud will all 

take place against the backdrop 
of a water park. This is full-

on nerd family fun.
thatconference.com

hybridConf
DATE: 20-21 Aug 2015

LOCATION: Dublin, irelAnD
Two days, 15 speakers, one city. 

Hybridconf will present some 
unmissable inspirational talks 

from speakers including Karolina 
szczur, Dr Ayanna Howard 

and Aaron Draplin.
hybridconf.net

WuThering byTes
DATE: 26 sePT-2 ocT 2015
LOCATION: YorKsHire, uK
A whole week of amazing 

technology all set in the heart 
of the Pennines. The festival 

organisers are keeping details 
close to their chests right 

now, so keep an eye on the 
website for more information 

as it’s announced.  
wutheringbytes.com

WebdevConf
DATE: 8-9 ocT 2015

LOCATION: brisTol, uK
“We don’t need The Avengers or 

the Justice league, WDc2015 
has assembled the best line-up 

that is ready to take on the 
world.” Taking this superhero 

theme as its basis, WebDevconf 
is offering some kick-ass 

sessions on topics including 
mastering css, react  

and sketchnoting.
2015.webdevconf.com

 EvEnt rEport
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DATE: 11-13 MAY 2015
LOCATION: DüsselDorf, gerMAnY
URL: beyondtellerrand.com

Marc Thiele’s beyond tellerrand, which 
celebrated its fifth birthday in Düsseldorf 

this year, is a hard act to beat. Atmosphere, speaker 
lineup and attention to detail are spot on. For an 
event that’s organised by a single person, that’s 
an impressive feat. 

The event opened with Simon Collison – who 
pointed out that it had actually only been three 
years, five months and 21 days since tellerrand first 
came into being. Collison then argued that we 
should never get too comfortable, because it would 
mean we weren’t learning any more. The amateur 
doesn’t stand still, the professional often does – 
and that’s why ‘beyond tellerrand’ (thinking outside 
the box) is such a good idea. What a great start to 
two days of learning and inspiration!

One of the themes that emerged was the need 
to build a more open and performant web. This was 
picked up by Peter Paul-Koch, Jeremy Keith, 
Christian Heilmann and Scott Jehl in particular, who 
talked about the challenges of creating fast and 
broadly accessible websites, and the need for the 
whole team to do their bit to achieve this. 

Others looked at company culture and shared 
insights into the way they work. Anton and Irene 
talked about their approach to pitching and dealing 
with clients, and Jeff Veen explained how to build 
a team, and how to identity problems by simply 
asking ‘why’ five times (video at netm.ag/veen-270). 

Another  highlight was a practical presentation 
by Sara Soueidan, a freelance frontend developer 
from Lebanon, who with the help from Thiele and 
the city of Düsseldorf had her visa refusal 
overturned, so she could give us some tips for 
avoiding common SVG pitfalls (netm.ag/SVG-270). 

The conference concluded with Stephanie 
Rieger’s fascinating overview of the web in Asia 
(netm.ag/rieger-270), where sheep are sold via 
Instagram and the biggest shopping portal is called 
Alibaba. Rieger emphasised that “Asia has an early 
prototype of the internet we may get in the near 
future”, and reminded the audience that the way we 
design, develop and use the web in the West is very 
different from elsewhere in the world. 

BEyoND TEllErraND
Marc Thiele’s sell-out conference recently celebrated its fifth 

birthday in Düsseldorf. Oliver Lindberg was there ...
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oliver (@oliverlindberg) is net’s 
editor and has been working with 
the title since the iron Age. He’s 
also, in the words of carl smith, 
a “dancing machine”
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Opinions, thoughts & advice

Remote
cultuRe

No Divide’s Ryan Taylor explains 
how remote agencies combine the 

perks of being an employee with 
the freedom of freelancing

Let’s for a moment divide everyone 
who works in the web industry into 

two groups. People who work for someone 
else (such as an agency), and people who 
work for themselves (freelancers). Each 
group has its pros and cons, and what’s 
interesting is that often a pro for one 
group is a con for the other.

For example, as a freelancer you can pick 
and choose the projects you want to work 
on (pro) but as an agency employee you 
often just have to work on what is given to 
you (con). As an agency employee you don’t 
have to be on the constant lookout for 
new clients and worry about where your 
next pay cheque is coming from (pro), 
whereas as a freelancer you do (con). 

Wouldn’t it be great if there was a third 
group that was able to take many of the  
aforementioned benefits but as few of the 
disadvantages as possible? Like Blade the  

 Business

Q&A 41
Agieszka Gasparska, founder of Kiss Me 
I’m Polish, shares her thoughts on keeping 
the magic in our websites

INTERVIEW 32
T-shirt guru and Cotton Bureau co-founder 
Jay Fanelli gives the final word on why he 
shut up shop on United Pixelworkers

ThE UX oF ThINGs 28
With the rise of smart objects, UX designers 
are required to dip into products. Dan Goodwin 
looks at the difference in user expectations
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Daywalker – all of a vampire’s strengths, 
none of its weaknesses! I think the answer 
is a combination of evolved company culture 
and remote working.

The RemoTe agency
Last year Dan Edwards and I founded No 
Divide (nodivide.us). We were two freelancers 
who’d been collaborating pretty much  
exclusively for a couple of years. When we 
decided to officially join forces, we knew 
from the very start that we would be a 
remote agency. 

This was both through choice and  
necessity. I’m based near Leeds and Dan is 
in Chichester, placing us roughly 250 miles 
apart. The fact that geographically we are 
so divided is one of the things that  
contributed to our company name. We also 
recently hired two developers, Matt West  
in Northampton and Sam Beckham in  
Newcastle. The fact of the matter is that a 
number of our clients are based overseas. 
We’ve never met them in person. So why do 
we need to work in the same space?

Being a remote agency has a huge number 
of benefits. For example:

●  We can hire the best talent, regardless of 
where they are based

●  We don’t have the overheads of renting 
office space

●  Nobody has to commute (not having to 
commute to Leeds saves me seven and a 
half hours a week!)

●  We’re not tied to the traditional 9am-5pm 
office hours

change of culTuRe
Culture is a difficult thing to define. What 
works for us may not work for you, because 
culture grows from the ideas and behaviour 
of the people in a group, and every group has 
different people in it, right? All you can do is 
set the stage for the type of culture you’d 
like to nurture, place people on that stage 
and see how things unfold.

There are a number of things that work 
well for us. Firstly, we don’t care when you 
work or where you work as long as the work 
gets done. We’re not tapping you on the 
shoulder every 10 minutes to see how you’re 
getting on. A lot of traditional employers 
freak out about this for some reason, but 

Thirdly, everyone’s opinion is valid.  
Technically Dan and I are the directors of the 
company and Matt and Sam are our minions 
(joke). But we don’t act like there’s a hierar-
chy – we encourage people to speak up.

Finally, when we Skype we always turn on 
video. Because we are all remote it’s good to 
have that human connection, even if it can 
lead to Dan joining a conversation halfway 
through brushing his teeth. Sometimes we 
even leave the video on while we work.

Our aim is to give everyone at No Divide 
the pros of being freelance and the pros of 
being an agency employee. Is it time to think 
differently about the way you work? 

the beauty of tools like GitHub, Dropbox 
and Slack is they’re constantly and  
passively updating everyone on what’s 
going on. We all know that on Tuesday, 
Matt fixed four bugs and built three  
templates on project A – without any of us 
having to speak to him. Crack on, lad.

Which leads to my second point: everyone 
has access to everything. Every project, every 
document, every file, every GitHub reposi-
tory, every client. There’s a hum, a rhythm, 
to the company that everyone’s tuned into. 
We all roughly know what’s going on with 
any given project, even if we’re not working 
on it. The interesting by-product of this is 
spontaneous contributions. One of us can 
chip in with an idea or a viewpoint that 
hasn’t previously been considered, and it 
strengthens the project as a whole.

Ryan is the technical director and co-founder 
of No Divide (nodivide.us), the author of Version 
Control with Git and co-creator of oozled P
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The fact of the matter is that a number
of our clients are based overseas. We’ve

never met them in person. So why do we
need to work in the same space?
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The UX of a website is very different to that of a smart object.  
Dan Goodwin explores how designers need to adapt to survive

The UX
of Things

Illustration by Ben Mounsey 

A little while ago, a smoke detector was released 
onto the market that promised to revolutionise 

smoke detection and provide a beautiful user experience. 
I personally have never had any particular problems with 
the UX of my smoke detectors: they beep when there’s 
some smoke or when their battery needs changing, and 
that’s pretty much all I need them to do. 

But some people obviously thought that some folks 
would like a smoke detector that talks to them in a calm 
voice and lets them wave their hands (rather than a tea 
towel) at them to shut them up. I don’t have a problem 
with that either.

Things didn’t go super-smoothly for the smoke  
detector with the beautiful user experience when it first 
launched. There were some problems with the whole 
waving at it to silence it thing (it turns out that might be 
the sort of thing people fleeing a fire might do). Some 
people complained about the fact that the thing was 
square. This meant that they had to line it up with the 
walls so it looked right, which made it that bit harder to 
install than most traditional smoke detectors,  
which were round. 

But the real biggie was that it woke quite a lot of  
people up in the night with false alarms. And because 
the smoke detectors were all networked together (that 
aspect worked just fine), they typically woke up the  
whole family. Rather than the beautiful user experience 
these folks had presumably hoped for, it was probably a 
scary and traumatic experience. 

To the best of my knowledge these problems have all 
been ironed out, and if you go shopping for the smoke 
detector now, you’ll probably struggle to find any of the 
poor reviews that troubled the product range for a while. 
I guess if you want to make it hard to find the bad things 
people have said about your product, it helps to be bought 
out by an internet search corporation. 

I’m interested in this story because it’s a fairly high-
profile example of things not going too well for a new 
physical product. A brief bit of research into the team 
behind the design suggests that they’re all very experi-
enced designers of connected physical products. And  
yet even they were plagued with a bumpy launch.  
Specifically the bumpy launch of a product that people 
depend on to save their lives. 

I don’t believe there were any failed alarms – alarms 
that should have gone off but didn’t – but the  
problems folk did have would make you nervous. I’d  
bet that some people quickly opted to return their  
beautiful user experience smoke detector and go back  
to more familiar and trusted old-school devices.

The physIcal web
The arrival of connected devices, the physical web, 
(whisper it) the Internet of Things, means we will all  
get to apply our skills to the design and build of physical 
products and the services around them. It’s a truly  
exciting time, and I can see past the hype of a toothbrush 
that reports brushing velocity, pressure and direction 

  user experience
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history to me and my friend, my dentist, and my dental 
plan provider. I know that in the right hands, connected 
things can and will help solve serious problems for us as 
individuals and for society as a whole. 

I’m a UX designer, it’s my responsibility to help the 
team I’m working with to create the best user experience 
they can for the things we work on. I do that by spending 
time learning about and talking to users, and making 
sure what we learn drives everything the team does in 
the design and build of our products. 

chanGInG roles
Even before the Internet of Things started showing 
up, I’ve been aware that the scope of the job I do has 
increased and shifted over time. A couple of years ago 
if you’d asked me what contributes to user experience, 
I might have said something like user flows, user inter-
faces, structure and labelling, interaction design, and 
copy and microcopy.

But now I’m conscious of how much more contributes  
to a user experience. How users first learn about our 

things; where they go to learn more; the description, 
screenshots and ratings on an app store; the emails they 
get as they register, forget passwords, cancel, resubscribe. 
The myriad channels they have for getting advice and 
support or learning things about our products (some of 
which are within our control, many of which aren’t).  
The performance and reliability of our things and how 
they learn about problems and how to fix them. All of 
these things and many, many more contribute to the 
user experience of our products.

relIabIlITy anD avaIlabIlITy
And now we’re starting to work on physical products, 
where I think our users’ expectations of function and 
availability are different to those for websites and apps. 
Perhaps this will change, but right now we’re used to a 
washing machine that just works, not one that becomes 
unresponsive when the router flips out or that might 
need an urgent security patch when a vulnerability is 
discovered in Bash. 

This expectation of reliability and availability is one 
that I believe many users will carry across into  
connected products. It’s actually an expectation that  
I believe, in an ideal world, we could all carry across into 

everything we use. But I also understand it’s probably 
an unrealistic one. 

Going up against this, as developers of apps and 
websites (let’s go crazy and say software), we’ve settled 
ourselves into a comfortable world of agile/lean/MVP/
iterative/keep changing stuff quickly all the time. We’re 
used to being able to launch things that we know aren’t 
perfect, aren’t feature complete. Things that may have 
passed a quality control threshold that allows the release 
of something with known problems and bugs. 

We can improve our products, add (and take away) 
features and fix things that go wrong quickly with a 
change to a script, with continuous deployment, with 
the release of an update. And whilst we can still do  
some of that with connected physical devices, we should 
expect our users’ tolerance for problems with things 
they’re used to relying on day-in, day-out, to be lower. 
And their tolerance for problems with things that affect 
their family’s safety (or things that might have cause to 
wake them up in the middle of the night with a loud 
alarm) non-existent.

So what I think we need to do as we inevitably get 
sucked into designing physical products and the  
services that surround them, is to basically just slow 
down a bit. Strike a balance between MVP and whatever 
the opposite of MVP is. Conduct proper extended beta 
trials, prior to release, with users who thoroughly try  
out our things in their own environment for an  
extended period of time. 

We need to acknowledge that we will have to take 
responsibility for some things that we’re not used to 
working on that contribute to a user experience today. 
Don’t be afraid of them, and don’t ignore them or dodge 
them. Take the time to help the team to uncover them,  
acknowledge them, understand them, learn about  
them, and deal with them. 

Dan Goodwin will be talking about The UX of Things at  
Generate London in September: generateconf.com 

Dan (bouncingdan.co.uk) is the user experience 
director at fffunction. He has 15 years’ 
experience in software and web development, 
and loves user research
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With apps and websites, we can fix things that go wrong
quickly with a change to a script. We should expect our users’
tolerance for problems with physical devices, things they’re

used to relying on day-in, day-out, to be lower
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Jay Fanelli
Words by Tom May Photography by Noah Purdy

 

The T-shirt guru explains the business 
logic behind his decision to close the 
much-loved United Pixelworkers, and 
why the future lies in crowdfunding
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 You may not have heard of Pittsburgh- 
based web designer Jay Fanelli. You  

may not have heard of Full Stop, the client  
services company he co-founded in 2009. 
You may not even be aware of his current 
project, the crowdfunding T-shirt platform 
Cotton Bureau (cottonbureau.com). But if 
you’ve been to any gathering of web design-
ers in the current decade, you’ll definitely 
have come into contact with his T-shirt 
brand, United Pixelworkers.

Based on the (imaginary) concept of a  
web workers collective, United Pixelworkers 
was an industry phenomenon. At one  
point, Pixelworkers T-shirts became so  
ubiquitous at conferences, workshops and 
other community events, some assumed it 
was based on a real trade union. Others knew 
it was just a brand, but suggested it should 
become more than that. People seriously 
started to discuss forming a real-life United 
Pixelworkers organisation. 

Then, at the height of the frenzy, United 
Pixelworkers pulled the plug. On 5 November 
2014, a blog post (netm.ag/pixelworkers-270) 
announced it was shutting up shop, to focus 
on the less-well known project Cotton 
Bureau. The community wailed in horror, 
but Fanelli and his co-founders Nate Peretic 
and Matthew Chambers were insistent. So 
why would anyone want to jettison such a 
successful brand?

SubStance over 
SymboliSm

“United Pixelworkers was a lot of things, ” 
explains Fanelli. “It was a community, it  
was this rallying cry, it was kind of a symbol 
that brought the industry together. But the 
main thing, which some people may not have  
realised, was that it was a business. And  
businesses need to be sustainable.”

He recognises the romantic view people 
had of the brand, and the emotional loss 
many felt at its closure. “There are a lot of 
alternate universes, alternate realities for 
what United Pixelworkers could have  
been, ” he admits. “We could have invested 
more time and tried to turn it into something 
much bigger than a T-shirt brand.” 

But the bottom line was this: their less 
well known project, the crowdfunding 
T-shirt platform Cotton Bureau, was  
already making twice as much as United 
Pixelworkers ever did. “And it had a much, 
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much higher ceiling in terms of what it could 
achieve as a business.” 

Cotton Bureau follows a similar model to 
Threadless: people submit T-shirt designs, 
and those that attract the most votes from 
potential buyers get made. The difference 
with Cotton Bureau is that only those  
approved by the company’s curators will ever 
get shown to the community, raising the 
quality overall and giving the platform an 
air of exclusivity.

Despite Cotton Bureau’s success, Fanelli 
admits he’s still better known as the ‘United 
Pixelworkers guy’ and constantly has to 
explain why it’s been 
canned. It’s a common 
problem in web entrepre-
neurship, where some 
conflate visibility with 
importance. 

“Everyone thought 
Pixelworkers was this big 
thing, a big organisation 
– like a dozen people 
somewhere, ” he smiles. 
“But it was a side project of three people in 
a room in Pittsburgh, for four years. It never 
got any bigger than that. It was probably a 
comfortable living for one person. Whereas 
today Cotton Bureau is comfortably four 
times bigger than United Pixelworkers was, 
even at its height.” 

So while pulling the plug on the latter 
was an emotional wrench, it was a necessary 

one. And at least Fanelli had had some  
practice. Just one year previously he’d wound 
up his client services agency, Full Stop, to 
concentrate on his other projects. 

 breaking out
Fanelli and Peretic had founded Full Stop in 
2009 because they felt there were few web 
agencies in their native Pittsburgh pushing 
beyond the mediocre. “There’s something 
to be said for being a big fish in a small 
pond – but if the other fish in that pond 
aren’t that big to begin with, it’s not much 
of a challenge, ” reasons Fanelli. 

Full Stop, along with 
fellow Pittsburghers 
Bearded, who’d launched 
a few months earlier, 
wanted to go beyond just 
designing for local busi-
nesses, and make a name 
for themselves in the 
wider web community. 

“We saw everybody 
else out there in other 

cities doing amazing work, and we wanted 
to do amazing work, ” Fanelli explains. “We 
wanted our names to be alongside them, we 
wanted to work on cool projects, we wanted 
to be counted among peers. And to a certain 
extent I think we achieved that.”

Peretic came on board almost a year after 
launch, and in 2010 the trio started their 
T-shirt side project United Pixelworkers, “not 

as an escape hatch really, but just as some-
thing else to try”. It took off in a big way. 

But that isn’t to say running a product 
company is easier than running a client  
services company, cautions Fanelli. “People 
say: it must be awesome to not have clients 
any more. But giving up clients means you 
now have customers, ” he points out. “You’re 
just trading one set of problems for another. 
It’s a matter of: do you like those problems 
better than other problems?”

And those problems only multiplied for 
Fanelli as things got busier and busier. There 
were a few months in 2013 when all three 
businesses (Full Stop, United Pixelworkers 
and Cotton Bureau) were running concur-
rently. “Focus has always been a problem for 
us, ” Fanelli admits. “We always want to do 
a million things at once. We always have a 
million ideas. And learning to pare down the 
list has been a key takeaway for us.”

keeP it SimPle
In short, they’ve learned it’s best to keep 
things simple. “Conventional wisdom says 
the more things you do, the more money 
you’re going to make, right? But in our  
experience the opposite is true. The fewer 
things we were doing, the more money 
we’d make. Because our attention isn’t 
split across multiple entities, the complex-
ity is reduced. You can focus more on one 
thing, rather than splitting your attention 
across everything.” 

“Pixelworkers was
a community, it

was a rallying cry ...
but people don’t

realise that it was
also a business”
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So what other lessons can would-be web 
entrepreneurs learn from their success? 
“I don’t know that we have a secret sauce, ” 
Fanelli muses. There’s timing, there’s luck, 
there’s networking – and there’s trial-and-
error. “We started a web design shop that 
nobody heard about. And we started a T-shirt 
brand that for about six months nobody 
knew about. Then we changed some things 
and we borrowed some parts of other people’s 
formulas. And we put that all together and 
people started to know about it.” 

Progress was slow. In the very beginning, 
United Pixelworkers was selling maybe 20 
T-shirts a month (in comparison to the  
4000-plus T-shirts Cotton Bureau shifts 
now). “If you’re persistent, and you take some 
lessons and you change the formula, and 
maybe you adjust your path a bit over time, 
things get better.”

Another lesson is that each side project or 
business can be a stepping stone. “United 
Pixelworkers struck a chord with a lot of 
people, so we were able to launch Cotton 
Bureau off that, ” he explains. “Without  
Pixelworkers we’d have been throwing a 
paper aeroplane off the ground. With Pixel-
workers we’re throwing a paper aeroplane 
off a 10-storey building. Ask yourself, which 
aeroplane’s going to fly further?” 

Fanelli is very happy where they are now. 
“Cotton Bureau’s a completely different 
species to United Pixelworkers, ” he points 
out. “Pixelworkers was a T-shirt brand; 
Cotton Bureau is a platform, it’s a business 
model. It’s more of a community, quite  
honestly, than Pixelworkers ever was.” 

indePendent culture
His current frustration is that he can’t 
improve the site and build in new features 
as fast as he wants. 
“We’re still only four 
people, and things get 
added to the to-do list 
faster than things are 
being taken off, ” he 
sighs. “We probably have 
a year’s worth of design 
and development hacks 
we want to tackle.” 

One solution might be 
to take venture capital money and  
expand the team, but Fanelli is keen not to 
let temptation drive his decision-making. 
“You think it’s a silver bullet, but the minute 
you take someone’s money, they’re looking 
for a certain kind of outcome. And that 
outcome is not something we’re particu-
larly interested in.” 

An injection of cash would also challenge 
the company’s identity. “We’ve always  
been fiercely independent, we’ve always been 
very honest about our business, ” he explains. 
“If we were to take millions of dollars from 
a VC, then our culture wouldn’t be our culture 
any more. There would be an end-game  
expectation that we currently don’t have.”

Another reason for resisting VC money is 
the shining example of the original crowd-
funded T-shirt platform, Threadless. “We 

share a lot of DNA with 
that company, which has 
never taken any VC 
money, and which is 
one of the earliest  
examples of success with 
community-powered 
stuff on the internet, ” 
Fanelli says. “We don’t 
think it’s a mistake 
they’ve survived a few 

mass extinctions. They’ve been around for 
14 years, which is an eternity in internet 
language. If Cotton Bureau is still here in 10 
years, I don’t think it would surprise us. 
That’s the business we’re trying to build.” 

next month: Ex-Twitter designer and 
Style Tiles creator Samantha Warren

“If we were to
take millions of

dollars from a VC,
then our culture
wouldn’t be our

culture any more” 
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Networking needn’t be a dirty word. Lauren Currie 
explores how to make the right connections

Once upon a time somebody design-
ing an event timetable decided it  

was a good idea to schedule in ‘network-
ing’ – precise time for attendees to make 
small talk with strangers who had the 
potential to advance their careers. We both 
know this doesn’t work. As a result, the 
word ‘networking’ has earned a reputation 
of being awkward, selfish and a bit sleazy.

I believe it’s time to change this. What 
would happen if we spent less time net-
working and more time making our own 
net work? Don’t network; connect and 
make your net work.

There is much more to this than simply 
attending events. The internet means we 
are in the same room as pretty much any-
one we can think of at any given moment. 
My approach is simple: enthusiasm. I want 
to know your story. What are you working 
on and how can I help you? 

At Snook I gave myself the job title  
‘director of networks’. If you Google this, 
you’ll find all sorts about IT systems and 
cloud infrastructure, but I mean something 
very different. I’m the person responsible 
for building genuine, useful relationships  
with as many people as possible. I think 
we will see an increase in job titles based 
around this skill. Extraordinary things 
have happened to me and my business as a 
result of me making connections. 

How do I do this? I really care and I’m 
thoughtful. This authenticity attracts 
like-minded, generous people with ideas 
and connections to share themselves. For  
example, I get a ton of emails from people  
who want to help our business reach its  
goals. I decided to harness this energy, and 
invited everone to our studio. We formed 
The Snook Ensemble, a network that 
met once a month and led to movements 

including Cycle Hack (cyclehack.com), which 
aims to reduce the barriers to cycling. 

Know how to add value to your net and 
know how to contribute and communicate 
in the nets you are part of. Make them 
work in the way you want them to. Like  
anything involving trust, this requires 
time and thought. Monthly coffees may 
work for you or you might decide to start 
a newsletter. There is no right or wrong 
approach, but the truth is the wider your 
net, the more value you will add.

I’ve designed three steps to take each of 
you closer to making your net work too.

1. Design your net
Grab a big sheet of paper and draw four  
concentric circles with yourself in the centre. 
It’s time to physically draw your net. Where 
you sketch people indicates how close you 
are to them – weak relationships go in outer 
rings, stronger ones are closer to the centre. 
Ask yourself: who do you want to meet right 
now? Who is close to you that you could 
show more generosity towards? Who is  
completely outside your net that you want 
to connect with? Make an action plan based 
on what you can see, detailing who you will 
connect with and how you will do it.

2. ConneCt DaiLy 
Make connections between people, places 
and things. When you read an article that 
reminds you of a project someone you know 
is working on, send it to them. When you 
meet someone who wants to write a book, 
introduce them to a connection that has 
already done that successfully. A daily  
connection leads to 365 connections a year 
– this is where the power lies. 

3. say thank you 
There are lots of people who are working 
behind the scenes for you, championing 
you and your ideas, and opening doors. 
These people are your cheerleaders. Show 
them your appreciation. Say thank you. 

Now you have the freedom to connect, 
to reach out, to just about anybody in the 
world. What are you going to do? 

Lauren (@redjotter) is the co-founder of Snook, 
Scotland’s leading service design and social 
innovation agency, and leads Hyper Island’s 
Digital Experience Design MA

Making your
net work
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Meghan Phil l iPs 
Co-founder, Honey Agency 
honeyagency.com 

Landing a big client doesn’t 
always mean spending time 

and agency dollars preparing a  
spot-on pitch – it takes leadership 
principals to strategise 360-degrees. 
First, identifying the right client is 
key. Write it down and focus on who 
they are and why they are needed 
for your agency. What do they 
want? What do you know about 
their business? 

Prepare a smart strategy to 
foster the relationship. This 
could include a pitch of creative 
campaigns, but more likely it 
could simply mean a long lunch. 
In our experience, the largest clients 
wanted a relationship and strategy 
with the leaders of the agency first. 
Work to build trust. 

For small studios and freelancers, big-name clients can seem unreachable.  
We asked top web pros for their tips for punching above your weight

how do you land 
big clients?

  Business

 
Mik e Monteiro 
Co-founder, Mule Design Studio 
muledesign.com 

You land the big clients by taking care of 
the small clients. You learn how to handle 

the big decisions by handling thousands of little 
decisions. And you win the big arguments by not 
giving up on the little arguments. Your career is 
cumulative. You learn lots of little things along 
the way that help you get better. Slowly. 
Sometimes painfully so. You do all that and when 
the big client shows up they’re not big. They’ve 
become the right size. 
 
 

 
s t efan hart wig 
Partner, Electric Pulp 
electricpulp.com 

You start small and build up. 
I don’t know anyone who 

landed meaningful work for a big 
client without first proving they 
know what they’re doing at a 
smaller scale. Pulling off notable 
projects for small clients or small 
projects for notable clients are 
great ways to build your portfolio. 
This is key to getting noticed, and 
proving you can handle the work.
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GOOD DESIGNERS = GOOD CLIENTS
One-time freelancer, Laura Kalbag 
discusses how you can turn a client 

from hell into a client from heaven in this article 
(netm.ag/kalbag-270). Through communication, 
persistence and patience, you can build smooth 
relationships – and you’ll be bagging those big-
name clients in no time. 

further reading

 
dan Mall 
Founder, SuperFriendly 
superfriend.ly 

Big clients hire in the same way as 
small clients: they spend money on 

things that will make them more money. 
The only difference is that big clients 
often have more money to spend, so they 
expect more in return. Become the best at 
what you do by practicing it relentlessly, 
get your work in front of the clients you 
want to work with, and you’ll soon start 
seeing them line up at your door.

 
dave fl e tcher 
Managing director, White October 
whiteoctober.co.uk 

Two years ago an internal doc we’d been 
knocking some ideas around in got shared 

with Foyles by a third party. It was the best thing 
that could have happened. In that messy doc, 
Foyles could see the critical thinking of a bunch 
of people with smart ideas who were passionate 
about their business, and they called us in. All 
of our best relationships start in this mode, not 
just the ones with big clients. Honest, egoless 
discussions that get straight on with helping 
a business out.

 
sal ly Jenk inson 
Consultant, Records Sound the Same 
recordssoundthesame.com 

Referrals have been my best source of big clients to 
date, but that’s not to say that you can’t land them 

yourself – be brave and ask! Have confidence, find the 
contact details for someone relevant, and persist (within 
reason … ). Know clearly what you can offer them and be 
able to demonstrate the experience you have to back it up. 
Putting yourself out there will result in a lot of rejection, 
but it can pay off – I’m currently working on my second 
project for a large travel group that initially ignored my cold 
contact but later sought me out. 

GET THE WORK YOU WANT
SuperFriendly founder and design director 
Dan Mall expands on his experience with 

this tip-filled feature (netm.ag/mall2-270), 
focusing on how you can start getting the work 
you really want. Originally written for students 
and recent graduates, the advice rings true for 
almost anyone in the business.

CRUEL TO BE KIND
Sometimes it pays to be cold – that’s 
what Masswerks founder Marco Massaro 

came to realise after landing a $15,000 
consulting project through numerous to-the-
point emails. Here he explains the benefits 
of leaving niceties at the door when it comes to 
getting what you want: netm.ag/massaro-270. 

 
ben Jordan 
President, nGen Works 
benjo.co 

The larger the client, 
the more involved 

the problem typically is. 
In larger pitches, I make 
sure to research, ask 
questions, and dig into 
the source of the issue. 
The pitch can then centre 
around a meaningful 
solution for what the 
client actually needs.
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net: Why did you get into the web industry? 
AG: When I came upon design as an undergrad 
at The Cooper Union, it seemed like the perfect 
synthesis of the things I was really passionate about 
– the analytical nature of the sciences, and the 
creativity and freedom I found in my explorations 
in the fine arts. Throw digital design and all of its 
mathematical beauty into the mix, and design was 
the perfect union of those two things I loved.

net: How did you go about setting up your  
creative studio, Kiss Me I’m Polish?
AG: Over the last 12 years we have evolved from a 
one-person operation in a Brooklyn apartment to 
a three-person shop in a tiny storefront in the East 
Village, to occupying a 1,400 square foot office in 
Chelsea, where we’ve been for the past five years. 
Everything about the inner workings of the studio, 
who we’ve been and how it’s been set up as a system, 
has really followed this physical evolution as well. 
It’s been a step-by-step process of adding key 

members to the team one by one, as our projects 
have grown not only in complexity but in breadth, 
scope and variety.

net: What were the biggest challenges? 
AG: Time is a challenge; money is a challenge; 
finding the right people can be a challenge; balancing 
that thing called life with a deep passion for your 
work is a challenge. And yes, I would probably look 
back and say I’d have done a lot of things differently, 
but I can only say that now because I’ve gone through 
all of those things. You can’t cheat the process. And 
actually, I do get to do things differently. That’s the 
great thing about running a business – if you keep 
going, you get to experiment in ways big and small 
and try things a little differently again and again. 

net: Do you think web design is losing its soul?
AG: Who says there can’t be magic with boxes and 
grids? As a designer you have to find ways to use the 
parameters and constraints of your medium to go 
beyond the norm and the expected. The essence of 
that process isn’t all that different from the essence 
of the design process in any other medium. 

The current business landscape – the complexities 
of user experience and the demands of turning things 
around quickly and in a way that’s responsive in 
every way – does pose a significant challenge for all 
of us. But that just means the vernacular is changing 
and what will make certain design solutions stand 
out in this landscape is different to what made them 
unique in the land of static pages. What we define as 
ingenious and magical is changing. It looks different, 
but that doesn’t mean there isn’t magic.

net: How do you see the web design agency 
business model evolving? 
AG: My feeling is that while development processes 
are certainly moving in-house for a lot of positive 
reasons, the initial strategic thinking, architecture 
and design are all very much still up for grabs for 
outside partners. Deisgn agencies can bring not only 
a fresh perspective, but focused, undivided attention 
to the project, which is something that internal 
teams often struggle to make time for, given the 
demands of day-to-day workflows.

net: Do you have any key principles that you’ve 
lived by in your career?
AG: If it’s interesting and it gets our hearts pumping 
we’ll do it, no matter what the form. That’s why I 
started the business in the first place. I had worked 
in-house at an agency, primarily as a web designer, 
but felt that design could take many different forms. 
So here we are, 12 years later, taking them on.  

The Warsaw-born designer explains why 
you can’t cheat the learning process

 Info

Job: founder,  
Kiss Me I’m Polish

w: kissmeimpolish.com

t: @KissMeImPolish
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#266 MAY 2015
What should you charge? How 
do you ensure you’re paid on 
time? Discover this and more 
in our special money issue

#261 dEc 2014
Get the low-down on the top 
JavaScript libraries. Plus, find 
out how to build a modular 
CMS in WordPress

#260 Nov 2014
Explore the advanced 
techniques that will help you 
build responsive sites that 
work seamlessly on any device

#259 ocT 2014
Find out how to build native 
apps with Steroids, and 
explore the exciting new 
features in WordPress 4.0

#265 APriL 2015
Val Head shares her secrets for 
amazing interface animations, 
and we reveal how to switch 
from CSS to Sass in WordPress
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madebyfew.com 
Few few.io

Made by Few is a conference for web makers put on 
by Arlton Lowry and his team at Few. Each year, they 

rebrand and redesign the website for the conference. 2015’s 
rendition is a collaboration between the team and local artist 
Vincent Griffin (landandshape.com). 

“He and I went back and forth on direction, colour schemes, 
design elements, and overall layout for about four months,” 
says Lowry. “For me, I felt it was important that the website 
stayed faithful to his artistry and craft. I took what he created 
and shaped it to fit into my vision for the website.”

The team at Few utilised Less, Git, Bower, Node.js, Laravel 
and Heroku for the site, and custom-built the conference 
registration system using Stripe’s API. 

The site is sprinkled with beautiful, subtle transitions – 
for example, when content loads on the homepage, as the user 
scrolls through the schedule, or when the team photos roll in. 
The hand-rendered text and artwork, combined with diagonal 
design elements and well-chosen colours make this site 
stand out, and communicate the fun vibe that the conference 
intends to create for attendees.

Sensational design and superb development
w: jloyd.net
t: @jeremyloyd

Jeremy Loyd

Jeremy is creative director 
at Sparkbox, where he designs 
responsive sites, experiments 
with the design process and 
teaches workshops

 Less, Bower, Node.js, suBLime TexT, sTripe
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Design Matters is a radio show launched by 
Debbie Millman in 2005. Over the years, 

Millman has interviewed over 200 designers, artists 
and creatives around the world. These are now 
housed on a beautifully redesigned site. 

The first thing you notice is the morphing 
gradient background, which is subtle yet unique 
and mesmerising. The next thing you notice when 
you jump into an interview page is the enormous 
play icon overlaying the content. 

“From the beginning I knew I wanted to have 
a giant play button on the screen, and after 
playing around with the design I settled on a 
completely transparent button,” says Armin Vit 

of UnderConsideration, the studio behind the site. 
“Since the interviews are all about transparency 
between Debbie and her guests, I enjoyed the 
visual extension of that.” 

Vit used JS layout library Masonry to create 
a Pinterest-like grid of interview ‘pods’, each of 
which contains a well thought-out type hierarchy 
and image. As the audio is housed on SoundCloud, 
Vit had to figure out how to make the play button 
trigger a SoundCloud file via its unique ID. 

What does Millman think of the site? “Armin took 
all the myriad must-haves for this site and created 
one design for me to look at,” she smiles. “I loved it 
the second I saw it.”

 jQuery, masoNry, souNdCLoud api, dreamweaver

“The giant play 
button is wonderful. 
You’re there to 
listen to a podcast, 
so make the primary 
action the most 
obvious part”
BrAD COlBOW  
(@bradcolbow)

debbiemiLLman.com/designmatters
UnderConsideration underconsideration.com
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rally Interactive is a small team of designers 
based in Salt lake City, Utah. recently it 

launched a gorgeous beta version of its redesigned 
site that allows viewers and potential clients a 
peek into how the team works. 

“Almost all of our potential clients have some 
level of familiarity with our work, but many want 
to know more about our process,” says Wes 
Pearce, engineer and co-founder of the studio. 
“This redesign is an attempt to answer that 
question by providing a more detailed look into 
rally’s inner workings.” 

There’s so much to love about this site, from 
its beautiful typography to the amazing CSS 

animations and transitions. Perhaps most 
distinctive is the killer ribbon that morphs into 
the site navigation. The rally team used the 
Canvas 2D API to build the ribbon, which acts 
as the dominant visual theme tying together 
all of the pages of the site. 

Other delightful details abound, like the ability 
the design offers users to drag/swipe anywhere 
in the site to view another page of content, and 
the animated SVGs on the case study pages. 
On top of these things, the case study content is 
engaging and arranged thoughtfully, as to allow 
the viewer to take it in slowly and savour the 
beauty of the work.

  weBGL, HTmL5, THree.js

beta.raLLyinteractive.com
Rally Interactive beta.rallyinteractive.com

“Such a beautiful 
and simple grid 
with variation 
and subtlety,  
and timeless 
typography” 
PAUl ArMSTrOnG  
(@wiseacre)
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NYC-based designer and developer 
Sam Slover and team set out on a 

mission to document what he ate for 10 
weeks, and created an interesting visual 
look into his diet. 

“We wanted to tell the story of 
one person trying to figure out how 
to make his personal food data more 
meaningful,” says Slover. “So we took 
the audience on a journey: what does it 
mean to track your own food data and 
what insights can come of it?” 

The result of his data-gathering is 
a one-page site that houses a beautiful 
collection of infographics. “It turns out 
there was quite a bit of data to design 

around,” he smiles. “We needed to 
make hard decisions about which areas 
to pursue when doing visualisations.” 

Along with outlining what food was 
purchased, the team chose to focus 
on representing where the food came 
from, the ingredients, and an awards 
system where the best and worst foods 
were rated. 

The team used Illustrator to develop 
the visuals, and Chart.js and D3.js to 
render some of the charts. While the 
site’s layout is simple, don’t be fooled 
– some serious number crunching went 
on behind the scenes, with the aid of 
a Node.js and MongoDB stack.

  CHarT.js, d3.js, Node.js, moNGodB

wrapgenius.me
Sam Slover samslover.com 
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theLocaLpaLate.com
Fuzzco fuzzco.com

The local Palate is the South’s premiere food culture magazine. 
In redesigning the site, the team at Fuzzco took its cues from the print 

magazine. “We started with a grid structure similar to the one similar found 
throughout the magazine,” says Fuzzco founder and creative director Helen 
rice. “For the typography we took a bold, modern approach and allowed space 
for large, engrossing photographs to reflect the engaging feeling found in print.” 
The navigation also mimics the look of the spine of the magazine. 

The site’s stunning food photography and striking typography are 
arranged in a refreshingly simple layout that is a pleasure to view on any 
device. The recipe grids and full article pages are especially beautiful. 

To build the site, the team used the – as they put it – “usual suspects” of 
jQuery, Sass and Typekit to serve the type. WordPress was selected to give 
editors flexibility in how the content is presented. 

“We set up a system for editors to change the colour of some of the 
homepage elements to represent the current feature article,” continues 
rice. “This creates the same effect as a new magazine cover.”

 jQuery, TypekiT, wordpress jQuery, TypekiT, wordpress

“It combines appetising 
photography with clean 
typography for an optimal 
reading experience at all 
breakpoints”  
Nick whitmoyer (@whistle)
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thegreatdiscontent.com
Wayward Wild waywardwild.com

The Great Discontent (TGD) is a 
longform web and tri-annual print 

magazine that features interviews with 
creatives. Recently the site underwent a 
beautiful redesign.

The goal? “Keep it true to the original 
design, while adding a much-needed 
homepage, making it easier and more 
fun to explore four years’ worth of 
content,” says Ryan Essmaker, creative 
director at Wayward Wild – the studio 
that runs TGD. 

They’ve accomplished exactly that, 
preserving the thoughtful typography 
that TGD is known for, along with a 
stunning, full-width grid of type and 
photography on the homepage. The 
article detail pages are especially well  

 
thought out, taking advantage of a nice 
hierarchy that makes use of well-placed 
pull quotes and a measure and line-
length that’s pleasing to the eye. 

Essmaker opted to design the site 
in-browser, making technical and 
design decisions as he went. Photoshop 
was used occasionally to rough out an 
idea, but Sass and Compass were his 
design tools of choice. 

One of the main technical challenges 
was how to handle the images, as they 
can potentially scale to any size. “We’re 
using a combination of Elixir 3 and 
imgix to create and serve the images, 
and Unveil.js for lazy load where needed 
– especially in the long-form articles 
and archive,” he explains. 

 Compass, eLixir 3, imGix, uNveiL.js
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visuaLsoLdiers.com
Visual Soldiers visualsoldiers.com

In creating a website to showcase its work, 
creative agency Visual Soldiers focused on 

building a memorable brand concept. “We wanted 
a look that reflects trust, innovation, adaptability 
and our creative lifestyle,” says owner Jeff Corey.  

The team chose to take a ‘less is more’ approach 
and let the work speak for itself – something 
which is easier said than done. “I’d say our hardest 
challenge was to create something that looked 
stunning as well as timeless,” Corey adds. 

The team used Bootstrap for the frontend 
development and experimented with Ghost as its 
news/blog platform. Plugins Masonry and Isotope 
were used to help display the work grids.

The About page animation is one not to miss, and 
the splash of colour on the fullscreen navigation 
is a nice surprise. These design touches, combined 
into a grid-based layout, make this site the perfect 
vehicle for displaying the firm’s work.  

 BooTsTrap, jQuery, masoNry, isoTope, GHosT
“I’m always 
looking for better 
ways to present 
portfolios. Next 
time, I’m going to 
start by looking at 
the Visual Soldiers 
website”  
Nick whitmoyer (@whistle)
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Design
 Challenge

live performance sites

This monTh FeaTuring...

Brief
We want you to come up with an exciting design for 
a new, subscription-based entertainment site. It could 
focus on gigs, plays or comedy shows, perhaps with 
the option for members to upload their own audio 
and video of live performances.

 P
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s

MiChal CsanaK Y
Michal recently left his job as a senior QA 
to become a freelance product designer 
w: csanaky.com t: @airpoint

ashle Y PORCiUnCUl a
Ashley is a UX designer from Silicon Valley, 
living in London and working with startups
w: ashleyporciuncula.com t: @ashleymarinep

ChRis T ian seniOR
Christian lives by the sea, and designs and 
develops under the guise of OBI Creative
w: obicreative.co.uk  t: @senoir

This month...



 My Month
what have you been 
doing this month? 
Revamping the global 
UX guidelines for a 
health company and 
finishing off my ebook 
about launching a 
digital business.

which sites have you 
visited for inspiration? 
I approach design 
from the perspective 
of a developer, so I 
often take inspiration 
from Awwwards and 
CodePen.

what have you 
been watching? 
Horror films, as always.

what have you 
been listening to? 
Summer anthems 
and what I call ‘coffee 
shop jazz’. 
 

  Ashley PorCiUnCUlA

ClOUDsTYle
This service uses smart social networking to connect fans before, during and after an event

My goal was to build a site that recreated 
the experience of being at a live event. 

Instead of being displayed individually, videos 
are presented as an expandable setlist within 
an event category. Videos are automatically 
played in the order they were recorded, creating 
a seamless ‘curtain to curtain’ feel. 

I wanted to create something that could pack 
a punch in an MVP version. Social networking 
can be a challenge for a small startup, so I’ve 
integrated a hashtag system to eliminate the 
need for complex social network management. 
Artists would be assigned a unique event 
hashtag. This is used to crawl Twitter, Facebook 
and Instagram for social sharing mentions, 
while audience members interact in real time 
before, during and after the event. 

All videos uploaded to the site can be linked 
to purchase links. These features generate a 
number of monetisation opportunities for the 
site as a whole, as well as individual artists.

 Close UP
(1) Videos are the main centre of the site, with interactions 
like favouriting and sharing also at the forefront. Unlike 
many other video streaming websites, the site focuses 
on one video at a time, instead of confusing the user 
experience with too many recommendations and options. 
(2) Videos are automatically played in the order of the 
event setlist, giving the users the ability to watch an entire 
event from start to finish. This mimics the feel of being at 
a live event. (3) As the expected use case is for viewers 
to watch an entire event’s setlist in order, the setlist is 
able to expand and contract. Users can view the setlist 
to  jump to a specific recording, or hide it to bring social 
content up. (4) Users can interact with each other using 
existing social media sites (such as Facebook, Twitter 
and Instagram), eliminating the need for complicated and 
expensive social network management and monitoring. 
(5) Events and setlists can be device synced, for seamless 
offline viewing on tablet and mobile.

1

3

4

2
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  ChristiAn senior

eleVen
With music, volume is everything. And you know what Spinal Tap says …

Hey, let’s be honest. Live music is all about 
the volume, right? Eleven is a sharing site 

where the louder the music is played, the more 
exposure the artist gets. You could turn it up to 
10, but as Spinal Tap famously said, “these ones 
go up to 11”.

The concept is simple: the site allows site 
subscribers to upload their own music and video 
for others to listen to and then rate. Rather than 
the usual star rating, with Eleven the higher you 
turn the volume up, the higher the rating. The 
tracks with the highest ratings get pushed to 
the top of the Eleven charts.

Getting those all-important mobile users 
on-side is a big priority, so there’s no Flash in 
sight here – just a custom-built jQuery player 
and volume rating control with CSS animations 
and transitions. As for the legacy browsers that 
don’t support those technologies? Now that’s 
an argument for another day ...

 Close UP
(1) Being able to find the kind of music you like without 
trawling through thousands of songs is key. Searching 
by genre is a good place to start, with filters available 
to allow you to refine the results by different criteria, 
such as mood or tempo. (2) The custom jQuery player 
takes centre stage, so the user can start turning up the 
volume as soon as they land. The visual elements of the 
player would be mostly made using CSS3 animations 
and transitions. (3) Spread the word about your favourite 
tunes through social media channels. (4) Changing the 
habits of a user is the most difficult part of any site. 
The mobile version should feel almost like a stand-alone 
player, so the user is comfortable and the interface 
feels familiar.

 My Month
what have you been 
doing this month? 
Mostly trying to move 
offices to a new 
co-working space 
that I’ve opened in 
Haverfordwest.

which sites have you 
visited for inspiration? 
I’ve been a bit 
mesmerised by Google 
Design recently. There 
are some ideas that 
make you reassess 
things.

what have you 
been watching? 
Nashville. The less said 
about that the better.

what have you 
been listening to? 
Mostly my six-month-
old daughter. She’s 
no singer. 
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  MiChAl CsAnAKy

gigsTeR
This beautifully organised archive of live entertainment recordings caters to all fans, whatever their taste

My favourite online content is the 
recordings of live DJ sets that run for 

hours. Unfortunately the quality can be low, 
and I have trouble finding content relevant to 
my taste. However, this is not an issue with 
premium subscription services such as Spotify 
or Hulu – here, content is neatly organised into 
relevant categories, with correct metadata and 
beautiful thumbnails.

That’s how I came up with the concept 
of Gigster – an organised archive of live gigs 
recordings. It would enable artists and labels, 
but also fans, to upload and manage their gig 
archive. Some content would be free (content 
uploaded by fans) and some would require 
a subscription (uploaded by ‘Pro’ users).

The main layout would adapt to only two 
environments – portrait and landscape. 
It would respond to individual screen sizes 
by expanding on the fluid grid, rather than 
changing it completely. 

 Close UP
(1) Users would be able to fine-tune the default categories 
to those they’re interested in, and set other filters via 
drop-down menu. (2) Premium content would require 
users to upgrade their subscription, the rest would 
be free. The subscription upgrade CTA would appear 
only when a user tries to play the video. (3) Small icons 
differentiate content between audio and video. The audio 
player would be the same as video player, but showing 
a static image instead of a video. (4) The background 
image is uploaded by the user, with the gradient overlay 
automatically generated using dominant colour of that 
image. (5) Follow functionality would influence the ranking 
on the ‘Trending’ tab. (6) ‘My gigs’ tab would serve as the 
all-in-one admin panel for uploading content, and all other 
profile settings.

 My Month
what have you been 
doing this month? 
I finished my first 
Chrome extension, 
and I’ve been working 
on porting a Windows 
app to iPad.

which sites have you 
visited for inspiration? 
I recently discovered 
onepagelove.com, I love 
littlebigdetails.com, and 
check out sketchapp.tv 
from time to time.

what have you 
been watching? 
Game of Thrones, 
of course, and I 
couldn’t miss Mad 
Max: Fury Road – it 
was spectacular!

what have you 
been listening to? 
Röyksopp, Kavinsky. 
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This practical guide to web design shows you how to build better sites 
the easy way. We’ll guide you though the process from start to finish 

- from prototyping approaches to mobile techniques and SEO.  
Plus, the free DVD comes packed with 3.5 hours of video tutorials to help 
you master top tools including Photoshop, Sketch and Pixate, in no time.

Available at all good newsagents, and online at 
netm.ag/practicalwebdesign-268

Sharpen your skills now!
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Message vs MediuM
 Focus on

Designing responsively isn’t always enough – we need to focus on how 
we deliver content for different devices, says Gene Crawford

There is an inherent issue with the 
mobile-first approach to creating 

websites. That issue is that when we design 
for the smallest screen size first and scale 
things up, often we wind up with designs 
that are boring or ‘dumb’ when they reach 
desktop screen sizes. 

The aim of RWD is to deliver the same 
content, built once, to a vast array of 
screen sizes. Essentially taking the same 
content and delivering it via a flexible grid, 
positioned vertically into a pre-arranged 
order. As the screens get wider the grid 
expands, and that same content is arranged 
in a different order. Assuming we place the 
most relevant stuff closest to the top of the 
screen, we win. Right? 

What we’re doing is basically taking bets 
on what’s important to a user on mobile as 
opposed to desktop. It comes down to how 
good the designer is at figuring all that out 
up-front. Often the larger screen widths 
lose out by just being blown up versions 
of the mobile-first design. This likely has 
added to the explosion of ‘flat design’ that 
we’ve experienced for the past couple of 
years. Not to mention all the various mobile 
navigation patterns we’ve seen.

We have to take into consideration the 
medium we’re designing for. Responsive 
design is the standard through which we 
deliver the message, but it’s not always 
enough to simply combine that with a 
mobile-first approach. I don’t know where 
we’re headed, but we must focus our efforts 
on fine-tuning our delivery.  

(1) The Web 
Foundation’s site 
(webfoundation.
org) is a beautifully 
executed responsive 
design. However, it 
places an image as 
the main element 

through which users 
might experience 
it. (3) The site 
for VicRoads 
(vicroads.vic.gov.
au), the Australian 
government motor 
vehicle service, 

keeps the two 
most important 
things that users 
are likely to need 
front-and-centre, 
no matter which 
screen width they 
visit it on.

 P
Ro

FI
LE

on the smartphone 
version. (2) The site 
fordesign learning 
programme WEI 
(weissraum.at) takes 
into consideration 
the various scales 
of the devices 

1 3

2

Gene’s mission is to work tirelessly 
to provide inspiration and insight 
for developers. His recent projects 
include unmatchedstyle.com
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We chat to the pro (web) surfer and 
freelance designer about the 

importance of exploring – 
in work and in life

DANN PETTY
@DannPetty

West Coast-based creative director Dann 
Petty doesn’t fit the mould of a traditional 

web pro. He has a deep-seated fear of being 
stuck behind a desk, believes payment needn’t 
always be money, and is known for shaking up 
the events scene with computer-free, extreme 
sports-based ‘non-conference’ Epicurrence. 
We caught up with him to discuss catching 
waves, his ‘bigger is better’ style and why San 
Francisco is a Disneyland for designers ...

net: Let’s kick off with some introductions ...
DP: All right, aloha! I’m Dann, a creative director, 
aka pro surfer (web), in San Francisco. When I’m 
not trying to score a date with my wife or daughter, 
or out surfing the nearest break, I’m planning the 
next Epicurrence event (epicurrence.com) – an epic 
non-conference for creatives, based around things 
like surfing, snowboarding and skating, as well as 
living a healthy lifestyle. Most of the day, though, 
I’m helping solve a serious parking issue at major 
cities with Luxe (luxe.com), where I’m the creative 
director. When I’m not doing those things, I’m 
freelancing or investing by design.

net: Investing by design – what does that mean?
DP: Well, it’s when you do a project but you don’t 
get paid, at least not your normal rates. Instead, 
you get equity in a company. There’s this theory 
around designing that you only design for money, 
a set fee that never changes. I believe the opposite.

I sometimes work for products, resources, 
or even just relationships, which can be more 
valuable than money. When working for equity, 
you could easily turn your $20,000 into $120,000, 
if you play your cards right. I own stock in several 
startups at the moment. It’s just something I 
enjoy doing for ideas I believe in.
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 info

Location: San Francisco, CA
Designing since: 2000-ish
Clients: Google, Medium, Nixon, 
National Geographic, Airbnb
Expertise: Creative direction, 
product and experience design
Accolades: Nixon’s ‘White Knight’, 
Best Dressed (Moore County 
High School)
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net: You’ve been a freelancer for many 
years now. You must enjoy it ...
DP: I sure hope I’m enjoying it if I’m 
doing it! You’ve got to do what you love. 
Freelancing is perfect for me. You can 
set your own hours, pick your own clients, 
choose your battles, charge what you want 
... and best of all you can work anywhere. 
I love to travel and can’t stand being stuck 
behind a desk. I get so anxious just sitting 
there for a set number of hours. It also 
allows me to focus more time on my 
own products or experiments.

net: When did the internet first make 
an appearance in your life?
DP: When I tried to start a company as 
a teenager, I knew I needed to learn web. 
Ultimately that’s why I decided to go to 
design school. But one important thing 
I learned is it doesn’t matter if you go to 
school or not. What matters is how hard 
you try, the time you dedicate to exploring 
the tools available, and how hard you push 
yourself. It’s not always about learning, 
it’s more exploring.

net: Do you have any advice you’d give 
to other freelancers?
DP: Do less work and more play! That’s 
why you freelance, right? Besides that, 
I guess some basic advice would be to 
charge weekly, and be flexible with your 
pricing. Your mindset is important as 

well. It’s helpful to think of yourself as an 
agency, not an individual. This means that 
I work on at least two or three different 
projects at a time.

net: What’s your style as a designer?
DP: Bigger is better. That’s a style, 
right? Big photography married with big 
typography – usually Neue Helvetica, 
Futura or Trade Gothic. Imagery just brings 
everything to life. Any chance I get, I’m 
popping a pic in there. Don’t you remember 
as a kid, just skimming through a book to 
look at the photos? I believe it’s a real 
human tendency to look for imagery.

net: Did you have any mentors?
DP: I would say definitely my dad. He’s 
one of the hardest workers I know, but he 
also set time aside for me and my brother. 
I learned a lot from him; I still do. In design, 
Shane Mielke was always my hero. He now 
babysits my dog. Can you imagine Shane 
with a poop bag?

net: What would you say is the biggest 
risk you’ve taken in your career?
DP: Without a doubt, moving to San 
Francisco. I moved as soon as I graduated 
from college, and I had never set foot in 
California before. I was dropped off with no 
place to live, just the bags on my shoulders. 
It was the hardest time of my life – I had 
never really been away from home, but 

Left Valet app Luxe – for which Petty is creative director – tackles the problem of parking in busy cities  
Above For Petty, one of the draws of freelancing is the opportunity to work wherever you want
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I knew this place was going to be important 
for me. Wildly, my first project was helping 
redesign thenorthface.com. That’s how 
special SF was – you get dropped right into 
big things. Fast-forward 10 years, this place 
is still just as magical. It’s a Disneyland for 
designers and engineers.

net: You’re launching conferences now! 
Tell us all about Epicurrence ... 
DP: Who would have thought? Epicurrence 
is for creatives, makers and anyone looking 
for the biggest inspirational thrill ride. It’s 
usually based around extreme sports, but 
at its core it’s about design, development 
and entrepreneurship – basically, all my 
passions. As much as I love conferences, to 
me they all felt the same. I wanted to create 
an event that was much more vulnerable 
and intimate. It’s all about the attendees. 
No rock star egos and no computers. It’s 
a vacation, not a business trip.

net: What does the name mean?
DP: The word comes from combining 
‘epic’ and ‘occurrence’. While surfing 
one day several years ago, a friend of 
mine caught one of his sickest waves and 
I blurted out, “Dude, epicurrence!” I went 
home, bought the domain and snagged the 
@Epicurrence Twitter handle. It was a total 

‘Aha!’ moment that I wasn’t even hunting 
for. That’s why I love the name. It’s real.

net: Why do you think it’s been a success? 
DP: I have no clue. I would have laughed 
at anyone that said it would be. I think a lot 
of it had to do with the raw feel and open 
discussion. Listening to one person talk for 
an hour with no interruption can be tiring, 
and since we’ve heard most of these talks 
over and over, they’re becoming less and 
less valuable for us. The conference model 
really needed to be twisted. 

It ended up feeling like we were all just 
hanging out; chatting, laughing, learning, 
inspiring and most importantly, relating. 
These creative people, on their own, came 
together, and – as clichéd as it sounds 
– we’re family now. We’re still having 
conversations and planning hangouts. 
Epicurrence No.1 technically still hasn’t 
ended. It was never about money or profit. 
From day one, my wife asked me why I 
wanted to create this, and I remember 
saying that I wanted to go snowboarding 
and hang out with some friends!

net: Was it hard creating a conference 
on your own?
DP: Oh, man. Doing this yourself is nuts. 
Especially once things began to grow and 

 
  office culture

What’s on your desk? 
Surf wax, water bottle, a yo-yo, 

Epicurrence sticker, Nixon white ceramic 
watch, 15" MacBook Pro, large Wacom 

tablet, two Thunderbolt displays, 
wireless keyboard, a photo of my 
daughter and a Post-It note that 

says ‘Go outside.’

What little things make 
your life worthwhile? 

Apps: Twitter, Instagram, Facebook 
Audio: Sam Smith, Manchester 

Orchestra, Band of Horses 
Reading: net, Surfer, the Bible

What do you have 
on the walls? 

A signed Rob Machado surfboard, 
which was a gift from Nixon, calling 

me their ‘White Knight’. I’ve also got a 
surfboard I shaped for my daughter, 
and my first 5k medal from the Salt 

Lake City marathon.

What will you do for lunch? 
Most likely a Sambazon acai bowl, but if 

not, chicken tikka masala, or a salad.

What hours do you work? 
When the surf isn’t pumping! 

How often do you hang out 
with other designers? 

Not as much as I’d like since most of my 
free time goes to my girls, but often. 

Describe your working 
culture in three words ... 

Surf. Work. Surf.

DAnn PettY

Epicurrence Petty launched Epicurrence with the aim of creating a more intimate conference experience 
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become real. That’s when it became very 
challenging. Money started to become 
involved, and I realised I needed some 
serious dollars to pull this off exactly how 
I wanted it to be. It went from a few folk 
snowboarding to literally the best of the 
best creatives shredding the mountain 
together. My goal was to create the ultimate 
experience, the ultimate trip. 

If I could dream it, I could create it – 
that was my vision. It got to a point quickly 
where I had to just believe in it or let it go. 
Letting go was always the easiest option. 
However, nothing was more frustrating 
than money getting in the way of creating 
this. So ultimately, it became time to reach 
out to sponsors. That was tough.

net: What was that like? Is it similar 
to pitching a new design?
DP: Honestly, it was. And it was incredibly 
fun. I get so stoked sharing my ideas with 
people, and once I see their excitement, I 
can just sit and riff on ideas forever. I think 
sponsors love that I don’t treat them as just 
a sponsor. It’s the same with my clients. 

I’ve got a rule with Epicurrence that 
my sponsors have to come and join in, 
and they work with me to figure out an 
experience that adds value for everyone. 
We don’t talk logo placement. Every 
aspect of the event is very personal to 
my own taste. If I don’t use your product, 
or I wouldn’t use it, you likely won’t be 
a sponsor. It’s all about relating.

net: Tell us about this parking problem 
you are solving. What is Luxe?
DP: In short, Luxe is a service to help you 
get on-demand valet parking anywhere 

you are in the US. When you live in a big city 
like San Francisco, parking can take up to 
30 minutes or more of just driving around. 
It’s frustrating – not to mention crazy 
expensive; sometimes $50 a day or more. 
With Luxe, you just open an app and tell 
a valet where to meet you, and let them 
park for you in our designated spots. 

It feels pretty rad to use. It reminds me 
of when I first started grabbing an Uber. 
It’s a fun problem to work on because I 
drive in the city, and parking is a real issue 
for me. For the longest time, I couldn’t 
even park in front of my own home.

net: Do you have any pixel-free hobbies? 
We’re guessing maybe surfing ...
DP: Oh, for sure. Surfing is probably my 
biggest passion. Once you hit the water, all 
your stress, struggles, pains and bad design 
reviews just drown themselves. It’s a 
magical and natural process. My family is 
an adventurous bunch, too. It’s important 
to have a life outside of design. Where do 
you think all the inspiration comes from?

net: So, what’s next for you?
DP: Continuing to push Epicurrence as far 
as I can. I’m starving for more. I’ve got big 
ideas to launch more events next year. It’s 
such a blast for me to work on a different 
type of creative experience. I’m also 
launching a new product called Stashe soon, 
and I’d love to get more into photography. 
I’ve been shooting for many years but never 
seriously. I turn a dial or two, hoping it 
comes out OK. Eh, we’ll see.  

 
 

 timeline  

A look through the important 
dates in Petty’s career

August 2007

Moves to San Francisco, CA. 
Becomes a designer at Fluid

mAY 2007

Takes up surfing

mAY 2008

Joins BSSP as a designer

mAY 2009

Moves to San Diego. Becomes the 
creative director at Digitaria. Buys 

his first new surfboard

JAnuArY 2010

Officially goes full-time freelance.  
First clients are National 
Geographic and Google

sePtember 2010

Gets married

June 2012

Becomes a designer at The Obvious 
Corporation, on medium.com

mAY 2013

Joins Y Combinator. Turns 30. 
First daughter, Waimea, is born 

sePtember 2014

Joins Luxe as creative director

mArch 2015

Hosts first Epicurrence event  
in Tahoe, California

Next month: Creatives at digital 
boutique Neo-Pangea tell their story

Stache Petty’s latest project is a product that arranges users’ Dropbox folders into a beautiful grid
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Quick-and-easy user research and smart prototyping helped Clearleft 
create a focused and intuitive new site for this London borough

KENSINGTON aNd CHELSEa
 How we built

(1) The global navigation was radically simplified, 
making for clear routes into the parts of the council 
a visitor needed. (2) The typeface choices of Optima 
and Helvetica matched the council’s historical 
signage and modern printed materials. (3) Each 
department’s page was designed purely to get the 
public to what they need, with the most popular 
services  (as determined by our research) top and 
centre. (4) A flat information hierarchy was devised, 

so that all information and services belong to a ’sub-
hub’. Each sub-hub is listed with a clear description 
of what can be found within. (5) All content and 
services are tagged with ‘topics’. Popular topics 
and pages – as exposed by examining the search 
logs – are listed here for quick reference. (6) Nearly 
a third of visits to the council website are on small 
screens, so a responsive build designed mobile-first 
was essential. 

 brief
The Royal Borough of Kensington 
and Chelsea needed a new design 
that was easier to navigate. 
Specifically, the council wanted an 
agency that would push the site’s 
information architecture forward 
and create a design that was more 
device-agnostic.

Close up 
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aNdy
ParKEr
 

Andy is a UX designer at 
Clearleft, and passionate 
content-first evangelist 
w: clearleft.com   
t: @theavangelist

rICHard
ruT TEr
 

Richard co-founded Clearleft 
in 2005. He’s a principal UX 
consultant and typomaniac 
w: clearleft.com   
t: @clagnut

When the council for the Royal 
Borough of Kensington and Chelsea 

(RBKC) was looking for new online 
presence, the redesigned website for 
Brighton & Hove City Council caught its 
eye. The agency behind it? Brighton-
based Clearleft. With over a decade of 
success on the books, it was an ideal 
choice to take on the task. We spoke to 
the people behind the project to find 
out how they used guerilla research and 
a device-agnostric approach to create 
a new, easy-to-use site (rbkc.gov.uk).

net: What about your Brighton Council 
site caught RBKC’s eye?  
RR: The web team at RBKC liked the 
simplicity, consistency and flexibility 
we introduced to the Brighton site 
(brighton-hove.gov.uk). What convinced 
them though, was when the in-house 
Brighton team told them about the 
underlying strategic help we’d given 
them. We’d given them the design 
patterns and know-how to enable them 
to take our work and apply it themselves 
across the whole site.

net: The brief from RBKC was to push 
the information architecture forward 
and make the design more device-
agnostic. How did you approach that?
RR: Initially we were somewhat 
underwhelmed by the brief. It seemed to 
translate as ‘tweak our global navigation 
and make our templates responsive’ , 
which if taken at face value would not 
leave the website in a much better state. 
The global navigation wasn’t actually 

that bad, but once you got into the site, 
finding the information you needed was 
a disaster. We don’t do things by halves 
at Clearleft, and we soon identified that 
we’d have to rip the site apart and design 
a completely new way to navigate and 
organise information and services.

The huge scale of this meant starting 
with a pilot. Working with the excellent 
RBKC web manager, we chose the 
Planning Department (where you go to 
get planning permission for extensions, 
new builds and so on) as the starting 
point to test the design as a public beta.

net: You’ve cited GOV.UK as a major 
inspiration – what was it about that 
site that won you over?
AP: Government Digital Service (GDS) 
did two really smart things. Firstly they 
worked in small, empowered teams of 
designers and devs rather than hiring a 
gigantic management consultancy. 
Secondly their mission was to get the 
information and services the public 
needs without political messaging 
and marketing getting in the way.  
GOV.UK succeeded in this, partly by 
researching what it was the public did 
actually need most, and partly by 
considering how the public referred 
to those services. 

It’s just good user-centred design 
really, but GDS showed their simple 
techniques could be used at scale and 
in that kind of political environment. 
It gave us something to show the RBKC 
team, to give them the confidence that 
we could take a similar approach.

  timeline

How the project progressed, 
from brief to completion

september 2013

Having won the job in July, many hoops 
are jumped through and the project 

finally kicks off

oCtober 2013  
User research is undertaken, including 

residents’ panel and site analytics

november 2013  
The new navigation scheme and  
content templates are designed,  

and the prototype built

deCember 2013  
Usability testing of the prototype and 

further tweaks to the fine details

january 2014  
The visual design is completed and 

documented in a pattern portfolio and 
design manual. Build commences

april 2014  
The Planning Department pilot 

goes into live beta

july 2014  
The next council department 

launches its part of the website 
using the new design

january 2015  
The redesigned homepage goes 

live. Work continues to further refine 
other parts of the site, particularly 

online services

BEvaN
STEPHENS 
 

Bevan is a freelance web and 
UI designer and long-time 
friend of the Clearleft family 
w: bevanstephens.com   
t: @iambevan7
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 evolution

A look at the research, user testing and 
prototypes that led to the final design

(1) We began with extensive user research, including a card 
sort with residents and council experts. (2) Plugging the card 
sort into OptimalSort gave us a dendrogram, which helped us 
identify groupings and common vocabulary. (3) Using copious 
whiteboard space, we developed a hub-and-spoke navigation 
scheme. (4) The browser-based prototype came next, along 
with usability testing. (5) Finally, we documented the new 
design with a pattern guide and typography specification.
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net: What user research did you do?
RR: We did lots of quick and cheap 
– but effective – research. Our aims 
were twofold: find out what services 
and information people need from the 
site, and get a sense of the vocabulary 
and mental models they use to try 
and find it.

Concentrating on the Planning 
Department, we first examined server 
logs to create a content audit in terms 
of the most popular pages. This revealed 
a long tail – most people came to do one 
or two of the same things. 

Next we did an evening workshop with 
25 representatives from the Kensington 
and Chelsea residents group. The main 
exercise was an open card sort. We 
asked the residents to organise 30 pages 
from the website into groups, and label 
those groups. We did the same exercise 
with representatives from the Planning 
Department to see if there were any 
major differences between how the 
experts and the general public viewed 
the information.

Another piece in the jigsaw was search 
logs. We looked in minute detail at 
which search terms were being used. 
It helped us find synonyms (such as 
basement/subterranean development) 
that we could use in the navigation.

One of our very best sources of insight 
was the customer services team. They 
could act as a proxy for the general 
public and tell us where the website 
caused the most difficulties. Customer 
Services are also power-users of the 
website, so it was vital to include them 
in our research and design work.

net: How about prototyping?
RR: Prototyping was the only way we 
could properly test the navigational 
structures and demonstrate to the 
Planning Department how their existing 
content would fit – and what needed to 
be changed. We built the prototype in 
HTML with a quick-and-dirty PHP 
backend, which enabled us to inject 
real and representative content.
BS: We tested the prototype extensively 
on both members of the public and the 
Customer Services team (thus also 
giving them exposure to the proposed 

new design). Usability testing is always 
a rewarding experience. It showed us 
that the fundamentals of the new 
navigation system worked well and 
flagged up plenty of small details we 
needed to iron out.

net: What were the main technical 
challenges of the project?
BS: Aside from building a responsive 
set of templates, which is relatively 
straightforward nowadays, the biggest 
challenge was working with the existing 
CMS. In particular, wrangling its clumsy 
template to deal with our novel system 
of shallow hierarchy, supplemented by 
a controlled vocabulary of topic tags. 
All this in the knowledge that the whole 
system would be migrating to Drupal in 
the future (a process now underway).

net: What measures do you use to 
gauge the success of the site?
RR: As is the case with most other 
councils, the main metric of the new 
design is the gov metric ‘rate this page’. 
We improved satisfaction by nearly 50 
per cent. What’s more, there was not 
a single complaint – unheard of for a 
major redesign. More important than 
both of these, the Customer Services 
team are now able to help people with 
more important problems than 
difficulties navigating a website.

net: What sort of feedback have you had?
AP: The success of the pilot for the 
Planning Department permeated quickly 
throughout the council. As well as 
helping the public, we’d also made the 
department’s job easier. It was clearer 
to them what information needed to be 
included (and what didn’t) and helped 
them become much more focused in 
what was actually published. 

Over the following year or so, every 
other council department took the 
patterns and guerrilla research approach 
we had introduced, and moved their 
sections over to the new design. Earlier 
this year, the homepage received the 
same treatment and went live with the 
new look.

net: What lessons have you learned?
RR: We demonstrated that the right 
kind of targeted research could be 
effective without being expensive. 
We also realised that the kind of 
wholesale changes required in our 
redesign could not have happened 
without a close working relationship 
with the client, and an in-house web 
team that was empowered to make big 
decisions, aided by the digital strategy 
and evidence we provided.  

Next month: Behind the scenes on 
the responsive redesign for NPR 

Keep it simple The new design provides more focused information, organised in an intuitive way
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Yaron Schoen
Yaron is a product 
designer based in 
Brooklyn, New York. 
he has over 15 years 
of experience, and 
recently started his 
own design studio 
that was acquired 
by Compass
yaronschoen.com

IllustrAtIoN

Steve SimpSon 
Award-winning 
illustrator steve works 
for a diverse range of 
clients across the globe. 
his creative approach 
combines traditional 
skills with a healthy 
dose of fun
stevesimpson.prosite.com

L et me start by saying that I am 
currently not a freelance designer. 
At the moment, I am the product 
design lead at Compass (compass.
com). ‘Wait, what?’ is probably the 

phrase going through your mind right 
now. Well, much of my 15-year career 
has been spent freelancing. Sometimes, 
for long periods of time, other times for 
only a few months. I’ve been through it 
all, and enjoyed much of it. 

The way I see it, freelancing is more 
of a lifestyle choice than it is a career 
choice. Success or failure as a freelancer 
very much depends on your lifestyle 
– more so than with a normal 9 to 5 job. 
So, throughout the years, whenever the 
opportunity to go freelance presented 
itself to me, I tried to consider whether 
or not my current lifestyle situation 
matched well with that of a freelancer. 

With all this in mind, I’ve assembled 
a selection of the pros and cons that I 
normally think about before taking the 
leap, in the hopes it would benefit those 
readers that are on the fence.

Hats, schedules and 
accountants … designer 
Yaron Schoen walks you 
through the pros and cons 
you should consider before 
becoming a freelancer
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(even if it just reads ‘do work’ from 
9:30am-12:30pm).

con Work/life balance 
can suffer
This is a big one. I’ve got to a point where 
I know my work is not what defines me 
(it took me a while to realise this), so 
having that clear balance between work 

and my actual life is super-important 
to my happiness. When working as a 
freelancer, it’s sometimes hard to know 
how to set that line – especially when 
working from home.

Top tip
I try to set times where I stop all work, 
normally in the evening, and stick to 
them no matter what. Turn off your 
phone. That’s right – turn it off. Nope. 

pro Dictate your schedule
This one is a no-brainer – especially 
for people like me, who have a hard time 
keeping true to a strict 9 to 5 schedule. 
I’m not a morning person, so being a 
freelancer meant a daily sigh of relief 
just from knowing that I didn’t need to 
run into the shower, then quickly hop 
on a busy subway commute all the way 
to the office. 

As a freelancer, your only stopwatch 
is yourself, so there’s no real morning 
rush (unless, of course, you have kids, 
like me). This was always a huge benefit 
for me. Rushing in the morning seems 
to always disrupt my day (First World 
problems, am I right?).

Takeaway
Be careful not to lose yourself in 
this. Because you own your time, it’s 
easy to  forget that certain times are 
meant for work. I always try to create 
a balanced rhythm throughout the day, 
and to avoid chaotic work schedules – 
because chaos is a hard environment for 
me to be creative in. In order to maintain 
a calmer environment, I put even the 
most obvious items on my schedule 

Don’t check emails. Your client will 
get through the night without your 
response. The only thing that warrants 
your attention after work hours is if 
their site is down, everything else can 
wait until the morning. Now, get back 
to playing with your daughter, chatting 
with your friends, or eating with your 
family. It’s more important than work.

pro Work anywhere
This is another no-brainer. Let’s be 
honest here, who in their right mind 
wants to commute into midtown? It’s 
the worst. Instead, why not have the 
option of banging out some morning 
emails at a local cafe, then crunching 
some designs at a coworking spot, 
then working on that document at the 
park if the weather is nice. Sounds so 
much nicer, right? 

Who wants to commute into midtown? it’s the worst.
instead, why not bang out some emails at a local
cafe, then crunch some designs at a coworking spot,
then work on that document at the park

Working together Find a coworking space with a vibe that 
suits your style of working – be it quiet or buzzing

Switch off It’s hard I know, but turn that thing off when 
you’re with your friends or family

coffee time I find it extremely healthy to go out and grab a coffee in the morning, even if I’m working from home
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The second obvious option is to work 
from home. This is a double-edged 
sword. While it’s extremely tempting 
to just crawl out of bed and into your 
computer chair, barely stopping to wash 
your face, over time this can become 
toxic. Humans are mostly social beings 
that thrive on basic routines. If you don’t 
go out every once in a while, and your 
only routine is bed-desk-desk-bed, you 
can easily get a case of cabin fever.

Takeaway
When working from home try to 
establish a routine, even if it is a  
pretend one. For example, I would try 
to get ready in the morning as if I were 
going to an office. I’d maybe grab a cup 
of tea at a spot close by, maybe even 
take a walk around the block just to 
shake things up a little. This always 
did my creative process some good. 

If working from home isn’t your thing, 
a coworking space is a good alternative. 
Just remember to look for one that fits 
your vibe of work. Do you like noisy 
environments or quiet ones? I personally 
prefer distraction-free offices, so when 
I looked for a shared space, I narrowed 

the search to ones that provide a calm, 
quiet working environment.

con time is money (duh)
This goes for both freelancers and 
employees – it’s just more painful for 
you when you’re a freelancer because 
it’s your dime. It’s easy to forget that 
you only have a limited amount of time 
during the day. 

Design wise, I find I have about four or 
five hours a day in which I’m productive 
(and that’s being generous, normally it’s 
way less). Try not to spend this time on 
nonsense! Things like meeting a friend, 
procrastinating on Dribbble or reading 
this article are time killers if they are 
done during your most productive hours. 
Figure out what these hours are and try 
to maintain a productive environment 
while they last. 

Top tip
The best way to avoid situations where 
you are dedicating your productive 
hours to time-sucks is to try and box 
out time in the day for them. Normally 
I hit a low after lunch due to food 
comas, so I allocate that time (when 

projective Space this coworking option has a focus on community and inspiration (projective.co)

how do you know  
which projects to take?

Let’s say you have a solid freelance 
portfolio and a reliable network of 
people who recommend you for 
projects. Chances are you’re challenged 
with choosing which new business 
opportunities to pursue. 

If you accept all incoming work, you’ll 
over-commit, compromising on quality 
or your sanity. This can damage your 
reputation and ultimately your business. 
But if you limit which projects you take 
on, you may risk missing out on exciting 
future opportunities.

Mark Forscher (pictured), principal 
of Brooklyn-based design studio 
Under After (underafter.com), says 
there’s no easy answer. “Be honest 
with yourself about what motivates 
you to do your best work,” he suggests. 
“It may be the specifics of certain 
types of creative challenges, or the 
actual craft of doing the work. You 
may love working for a certain type of 
client. You may be motivated by peer 
recognition or awards. Or it may all be 
about the money.”

Forscher suggests making the most 
of those aspects you can control. 
New clients and business leads are 
unpredictable, so you need to make the 
most of the information that you have 
available at the time. 

“I look at new opportunities based 
on three criteria,” he explains. “Do I like 
the people I’d be working with? Will I be 
challenged and learn something new? 
Can I add as much value as possible for 
the time I spend on the project? If the 
answer to all these questions is ‘yes’ 
then the project will likely be a good 
fit for me.”
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client contact staying on top of your projects is vital – here’s a quick glimpse of how I structure my trello board

I’m dozing off anyway) to catching up 
on the latest internet gossip, Twitter, 
and so on. 

pro choose your projects
This may sound a bit privileged, but hey, 
if I managed to get to a point at which 
I could pick and choose my clients, 
then so can you. If you find that, after 
freelancing for an extended period of 
time, you still have to take on every 
client that comes along, you could be 

doing something wrong (this topic alone 
may justify a whole separate article). 

However, if you do find that, 
financially, you can allow yourself to say 
no to clients, then what are you waiting 
for? Say no! It’s scary, but it’s the best 
way to get yourself to a point where 
you’re only working on the projects you 
really want to focus on. You see, the 

more work you do that interests you, 
the more your portfolio will fill up with 
that type of work and the more you’ll 
get hired for that type of work. It’s that 
simple. Actually, it’s not simple at all, 
but it’s doable and worth the effort of 
trying to get there. 

Top tip
If you find that the type of work that 
interests you isn’t coming your way, it 
might be worth working on self-initiated 

projects in your spare time – you could 
even consider this marketing time for 
your business. 

Whatever you do, don’t go and create 
an unsolicited redesign of the ESPN or 
something. Try to create case studies of 
ideas you’d like to see in the world. Have 
an idea for an app? Design it. It shows 
your abilities and it signals what type of 

if you can afford to say no to clients, then what are
you waiting for? Say no! it’s scary, but it’s the best
way to get yourself to a point where you’re only
working on the projects you really want to focus on

What is coworking?

This may sound surprising, but the 
concept of coworking hasn’t been 
around for that long. I certainly 
remember the time freelancing meant 
either renting an expensive office with 
a long lease, or working from home. 
But times have changed. 

According to the one study (netm.ag/
report-270), the number of coworking 
spaces in America shot from one to 781 
between 2005 and 2013. I’m sure with 
the rise of We Work and the like, that 
number has risen even more. 

At a basic level, coworking is a 
privately owned space that gathers 
people who work independently, but 
who share the same values and who 
are interested in the added benefits of 
working with like-minded people in the 
same space. Today you can find a variety 
of different coworking environments, 
from chilled to corporate, lounge-y to 
private rooms. 

Until recently these types of 
environments were exclusive to large 
cities. But as the years have gone 
by, more and more coworking spots 
have popped up in smaller urban 
areas, like CoWork in Greenville SC 
(coworkgreenville.com), and Coalwork 
in Scranton PA (coalwork.com).

Coworking spaces are ideal for 
early-stage businesses, startups and 
freelancers that don’t want to work 
from their homes, but are not yet able 
to fully commit to long-term leases, 
or able to manage the operations of 
running an office. So if you’re interested 
in taking the leap and becoming a 
freelancer, but aren’t really digging the 
concept of working from your bedroom, 
I’d seriously consider looking for a 
coworking spot in your city.
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work interests you, both of which may 
bring your type of work to your doorstep. 

con a never-ending race  
to the next gig
When you secure a large client, you’re 
on top of the world. But that feeling 
fades very quickly, and soon you’re 
back to searching for your next gig. 
The problem is at the core of being 
a freelancer – you are tied to a finite 
contract, and when that’s over you’re 
on to the next finite contract. For me, 
the feeling of instability this brings 
is the number one downer of being a 
freelancer. Especially when you get older 
and take on more responsibilities. 

Takeaway
Basically, you don’t want to find yourself 
without a next gig lined up when the one 
you are working on ends. The best thing 
you can do is start looking for that next 
project almost at the beginning of your 
current one. 

Keep in mind that closing a gig takes 
more than just a positive first email. 
You need to agree on the terms, dates, 
and sign a contract. Without a signed 
contract, you have nothing.

con it can get a bit lonely 
I love to pass designs by people, and 
get feedback. I thrive on this, it’s core 
to my process. Without it I feel like I’m 
designing blindly. Sometimes, the client 
can be the first other person to see the 
work – not the best situation. 

Top tip
Try to establish a network of peers that 
will look over some of your designs. 
Even if they are not fully involved in 
solving the problems you are working 
on, they are normally a good gut check. 
A quick Skype call can clear up any 
issues you are working on, and they can 
provide their quick, unfiltered feedback. 

pro Wear a different hat 
every day
Tired of doing the same old thing at 
work, over and over again? When you 
are employed at a company, you are 
normally slotted into a defined role. 

portfolio rules Focusing on the work you want to do means you will attract more of the types of jobs you want to be known for

twitter time social networks can be a time-suck. Dedicate 
certain periods to this, and avoid it the rest of the time

Dribbble Platforms like Dribbble can help keep you in touch 
with the design community 

This is certainly helpful for the company, 
but you may experience boredom or 
lack of growth. 

These is often one of the main reasons 
people leave their jobs. I’d say a good 80 
per cent of the people I’ve interviewed 
throughout the years have told me they 
are looking for new challenges, that 
they are interested in expanding their 
abilities or horizons. 

Being a freelancer means you won’t 
be doing the same thing over and 
over again. In fact, you will be doing 
so many edge-case things pertaining 
to the business, it might become a bit 
overwhelming as well. I’d say, as a 
freelance designer, you’ll be designing 
only 50 per cent of the week. The rest 
will be consumed by things that have 

to do with managing your freelance 
business. Managing your inbox, 
documentation, legal contracts, client 
communications, sales, accounting 
(my worst enemy. Be sure to have a good 
accountant, like I do. Hi Ben!), marketing 
and more. All these things will need 
your attention, because without them, 
your business is doomed.

Takeaway
This might sound completely 
overwhelming, and not a benefit at 
all. But it is. After a while you’ll come 
to understand what you are good and 
bad at. The things you are bad at you 
must delegate. Even if you see this as 
an unnecessary expense, consider the 
amount of money you will lose if you 
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invision this is a great way to present designs and interactions to your clients - they can add captions and play with prototypes

Wunderlist this awesome to-do list app has just the right amount of features, plus it’s well designed and has a solid cross-platform build

resources
A big part of a healthy freelance routine is 
staying on top of your day-to-day tasks. Here 
are three tools I use religiously.

Wunderlist wunderlist.com
I’m not a to-do fanatic, but at the end of 
the day I can’t remember it all in my head. 

Wunderlist has just the right feature set without 
all the bloat, which keeps it nice and lean for 
a freelancer’s needs.

trello trello.com
Trello has basically replaced Basecamp as 
my client communications tool. The layout is 
great for creating a quick, at-a-glance project 

overview. Each list I create represents a stage 
in the project, with accompanying to-dos. 

invision invisionapp.com
The best way to show a client a design, without 
coding it, is through a quick prototype. InVision 
is a great tool for that – plus it has a really easy 
to use annotation system for client feedback.
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value pricing Do you price based on time or value? this article by Dan Mall could help you decide  
(netm.ag/mall-270)

above For self-promo, and because it was a real issue, I created a quick tutorial page to learn how  
to pronounce my name (pronounce.yaronschoen.com). Potential clients loved it 

websites. It’s not like we’re saving lives 
in the ER or something …

pro make more money 
(potentially)
I am aware that this is definitely a big 
maybe, but hear me out. The logic is 
pretty simple: the number of times 

you’ll be up for a raise at a full-time job 
is significantly smaller than the number 
of times you can raise your rates as a 
freelancer. Of course, this depends on 
the demands of your freelance business 
and on the market, but I’ve found it way 
easier to ask for a higher rate than it is 
to ask for a raise. 

Takeaway
There are basically two ways to price: 
based on time and based on value. 
I’ll be honest with you, I personally 
haven’t yet found the best way to price. 

do those things badly. As for the things 
you discover you are good at ... well, 
you just found a new thing you are good 
at! This is the best thing you can ask 
for out of a job. Discovering you are 
good at marketing is an amazing thing! 
Something that you probably would have 
never found out in a full-time job.

con tackle self-promotion
This one is a personal one, but after a 
while self-promotion makes me a bit 
sick to the stomach. It makes me feel as 
if I’m a commodity. I know it may sound 
silly. It may not seem like it, because 
I’ve gotten to be good at it, but this is 
one of my least favourite parts of being 
a freelancer.

Takeaway
The only thing I can do to avoid going 
crazy is to remind myself that I am my 
business. In most cases I’m not only 
selling my abilities, but also selling who 
I am as a person. People want to know 
how it is to work with you. A good client 
will normally decide if they want to work 
with you based on your writing, not only 
your portfolio. So I try to be myself, take 
it lightly and inject some humour into it 
all, because honestly, we’re just building 

Sometimes I value-price, sometimes 
I charge by the hour. 

In general I’ve found that pricing 
based on value gives you more bang 
for your buck. But as you grow your 
freelance business and have more 
contractors to collaborate with, this 
approach can become a logistical 

obstacle. There are some great 
discussions on the topic, from the likes 
of Dan Mall (netm.ag/mall-270). 

conclusion 
These are my personal pros and cons. 
Of course, other freelancers may 
agree with them or totally dismiss 
them. Regardless, I’m sure everyone 
would agree that freelancing can be 
a wonderful experience. Even if things 
turn sour, you learn so much about 
yourself that the takeaways are totally 
worth it. 

i’ve found that pricing based on value gives you
more bang for your buck, but as you grow your
freelance business and have more contractors,
this approach can become a logistical obstacle
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obile developers aren’t the 
only ones that are able to 
create applications for mobiles 

and tablets. Without knowing any device-
specific code, web developers are now 
able to use HTML, CSS and JavaScript to 
build apps by using a native application 
wrapper. This uses the device’s web view 
to act as a browser to display the web-
based code of the hybrid app. These 10 
tips should help you to get the most out 
of your hybrid apps.

Planning
Planning your app before you 
start developing will offer 

a smoother ride and more successful 
outcome. In this planning phase, there 
are a number of areas of the development 
process you should consider.

As hybrid apps use a web view, which 
is essentially a scaled-down browser, 
you need to anticipate that they will be 
vulnerable to the same problems that 
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With hybrid apps rising in popularity, a growing 
number of tools are being created to help developers 
create cross-platform apps efficiently. James Miller 
presents 10 tips to help you get the best results

currently exist with legacy browsers.
Understanding your target audience 
and their expectations will help you 
define the technical constraints of your 
app. This, alongside device profiling, 
can help identify potential performance 
targets to aim for. 

When you know what your target 
audience is expecting, you’ll next need 
to consider distribution channels. Google 
Play and Apple’s App Store are the two 
most popular ecosystems. In order to get 
your app in these stores, you must ensure 
your apps meet their guidelines. 

Google Play takes a more retrospective 
approach to app reviews, and publishing 
is relatively easy. However, complaints 
can result in your app being removed. 
Following the guidelines (netm.ag/play-
270) makes it more likely your app will 
be featured. 

Apple has stricter guidelines (netm.
ag/apple-270) that can pose a challenge. 
You need to integrate the phone’s native 

Secondary feature
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functionality, rather than just building 
a web app. The camera, geolocation or 
other functions will do, and with the 
right frameworks these can be accessed 
through JavaScript plugins. Don’t include 
functionality just to get through the store 
guidelines, ensure it is something the 
user will actually want to use.

market 
cOnsideratiOns
Apps are a global product, 

but unlike the web, which is open, they 
are mainly accessible from country-
specific app stores. Each country 
has different cultures and laws. It is 
important not to presume your app 
is appropriate for a global audience – 
launching in the wrong countries may 
do your brand more harm than good.

It is also important to be aware of 
network limitations in the areas you 
plan to release in. Not everywhere has 
lightning-fast mobile internet access 
or Wi-Fi access points around every 
corner. Even if your app is not targeting 
emerging markets, network connectivity 
can still be an issue. Aim to make the 
app lightweight on network requests, 
and try to keep them to a minimum. 

scalability
Most apps will require a network 
component, whether to log in 

or to keep data within the app up to date. 
This will require some form of server and 
API. As your app gains more users, the 

pressure will increase on your backend, 
increasing the likelihood of timeouts 
and errors. To avoid issues, it’s important 
to plan how your backend will grow. Your 
API should follow a RESTful interface 
pattern to give a standard to work from. 
Consider using authentication, as an 
open API could be abused. Endpoints 
must be managed correctly, as once the 
app is published it can take a few weeks 

to get an updated version launched and 
through the review process.

There may come a time when your 
API is receiving too many requests and 
falls over. Rather than investing in more 
servers, there are a number of Backend as 
a Service (BaaS) options, including Parse 
(parse.com) and Firebase (firebase.com), 
that can help deal with this. These store 
your data and often provide a standard 
API based on your data structure and 
methods for authentication. There are 
a number of free tiers depending on the 
usage. With global coverage, fantastic 
technology and a strong network, you 
know that your app’s network component 
will perform well.

PerfOrmance
With a hybrid app rendered in 
a web view, the age-old issue 

of multiple browsers and varying support 
levels across multiple operating systems 
arises. On the web this is tackled using 
progressive enhancement, and the same 
tactic can be used with hybrid apps to 
deliver a smooth experience across a 
range of different devices. avoiding offence use Google Play’s content survey tool to remove countries you might offend from your launch list

app stores Google Play and the Apple App store have different guidelines for the apps they will accept
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Having too many background processes 
running can drain your users’ battery 
and reduce performance over time. 
Consider building your app as a single-
page application using a framework like 
AngularJS or Ember.js. These enable you 
to structure your code, making your app 

more maintainable. The conventions 
used will ensure good performance 
and help reduce the possibility of 
memory leaks. A framework like Ionic, 
which encompasses Cordova, AngularJS 
and its own UI components, is great 
for making quick prototypes as well 
as finished products.

CSS animations will perform better 
than JavaScript on mobile devices. Try 
to aim for 60 frames per second to give 
the app a native feel, and use hardware 
acceleration where possible to give the 
animations some oomph. 

interactiOn design
Almost all mobile devices are 
primarily controlled by touch. 

With this is mind, try to think outside 
of the constraints of the web, and use 
simple, gesture-based interaction to 
make the app experience as intuitive 

as possible. Touch devices have no 
hover states, so consider alternative 
visual cues such as the use of active 
and visited states.

With touch devices, there can be 
a 300ms delay from when the user 
touches the screen to when the event 
is fired. This is the result of the web 
view waiting to verify a single or double 
tap. While it doesn’t sound that long, 
the delay is noticeable. To combat this, 
add the FastClick library (github.com/
ftlabs/fastclick) script to your project 
and instantiate it on the body.

POPular hybrid  
aPP framewOrks

cOrdOva cordova.apache.org
The original and most popular open 
source hybrid app platform. JS APIs 
give access to the phone’s native 
functionality. It has a CLI that aids 
the creation of cross-platform apps.

PhOnegaP phonegap.com
PhoneGap is an Adobe product 
built on top of Cordova. The two are 
essentially the same, but PhoneGap 
offers additional services, including 
app-building in the cloud and cross-
channel marketing.

iOnic ionicframework.com
Ionic adds AngularJS to Cordova 
for business logic and its own UI 
framework for design conventions. 
It builds on Cordova’s CLI and adds 
to it with services like LiveReload 
to deployed devices. Ionic Creator 
(creator.ionic.io) allows the creation 
of apps using its web interface.

aPPceleratOr appcelerator.com
This offers a single platform for 
building native and web apps, plus 
automation testing tools, real-time 
analytics and BaaS. It aims to provide 
everything you need to deploy and 
scale your app, and the service is free 
until your app reaches a store.

cOcOOnJs ludei.com/cocoonjs
CocoonJS provides an app wrapper 
that has a built-in and souped-up 
Canvas and WebGL engine. This 
makes it an ideal environment 
for games written using web 
technologies on iOS and Android.

Think outside of the constraints of the web, 
and use simple, gesture-based interaction  
to make the app feel as intuitive as possible

handy frameworks the Ionic framework provides a structured approach to building your hybrid apps
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as good as it possibly can. Store images 
on the device when they are being 
reused often. File size can be bigger 
than you would usually use on a mobile 
site, but there must be consideration for 
the device’s memory. Use SVG where 
appropriate to maximise the visual 
output for Retina screens, but be wary 
of device support.

netwOrk
Take an offline-first approach. 
With mobile devices there will 

be times when the user has no network 
connectivity, and their experience 
shouldn’t suffer as a result. Combat this 
by caching network requests in local 
storage to give an optimal experience 
in periods of low or no signal.

Keep scripts local. In web development, 
linking to external scripts increases 
performance, as they are more likely to 
be cached. This doesn’t fly with apps – 
when there is no network, the app still 
needs to work. Scripts don’t tend to bulk 
file size and the speed of access gives 
faster loading times and a native feel. 
If your user journey is fairly prescribed, 
try to preload data just ahead of time, 
to give a seamless experience.

resPOnsive design
Today’s device screen sizes vary 
greatly, using a wide range of 

resolutions. Fortunately the principles 
of responsive design also apply to hybrid 
apps and tablets. Concentrate on the 
smallest screen size for your chosen 
range of devices, and make choices on the 
breakpoints you wish to cover. Consider 
both landscape and portrait view. Either 
can be locked when building an app, 
which can help reduce complexity and 
drive user behaviour.

Think about how you use app design 
standards: flyout menus, fixed headers 
and list design. Limited screen size lends 
itself to using icons rather than text to 
tell the story, but labelling properly as 
well will improve accessibility. While 
users expect certain attributes, don’t let 
this constrain your design. 

images
High-definition screens are 
a priority for mobile device 

manufacturers. However, don’t forget 
that many users still use older devices 
with lower screen resolutions. Use the 
right images for your target market’s 
devices and ensure every image looks 

resOurces
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device functionality. The emulation 
performance is, however, dependent 
on the speed of your machine, and the 
Android emulator can be particularly 
slow. This has led to Genymotion creating 
a rival product (genymotion.com) that 
emulates Android a lot faster.

As useful as simulators are, you should 
never launch an app unless you have 
tested it in full on at least one actual 
device. This will highlight performance 
issues and any pain points with regard to 
user interactions.

cOnclusiOn
These 10 tips will provide a good starting 
point in turning your ideas into fully 
functioning mobile apps. However, as 
with all aspects of web development, the 
pace of hybrid app development is rapid. 
New tools and techniques appear almost 
daily as the community grows. 

If you do decide to delve into the 
world of hybrid apps, the community 
is one of the most valuable resources. 
It is well worth coming to conferences 
and meetups, to keep up with the latest 
developments and to share your own 
creations. We’re looking forward to 
seeing what you come up with! 

testing
Hybrid apps are, at their core, 
built with web technologies. 

This means the non-device functionality 
can be tested within a browser. Use task 
runners like gulp or Grunt to set up tools 
such as LiveReload to make an efficient 
workflow for concurrent development 
and testing. 

The next step is emulation. Google 
Chrome offers mobile emulation (netm.
ag/emulate-270), so you can test a wide 
range of screen resolutions from the 
most popular devices, which is useful 
for styling breakpoints. Apple offers the 
iOS simulator (netm.ag/simulator-270) 
as part of Xcode, and Google offers the 
Android Emulator (netm.ag/android-270) 
as part of its developer tools. 

These provide the opportunity to test 
your app on simulated devices, which 
is quicker than building to a physical 
device and means you can test native 

Plugins
As mentioned previously, 
extending your web-based 

application by adding native functionality 
through use of the camera, geolocation 
or social sharing can greatly enhance 
the user experience. Usually you cannot 
access this native functionality through a 
mobile web browser, but within a hybrid 

application it is possible through the 
use of plugins. 

Cordova, a hybrid application wrapper, 
has a large number of associated plugins 
that can be accessed using JavaScript. 
Check out Plugreg (plugreg.com) which 
acts as a directory for these.

Be wary of third party plugins. Device 
OS development is rapid, and third party 
plugins without enough support can 
create problems, eat into battery life and 
may make your app unstable. Look for 
those that are highly rated within GitHub 
and are in active development.

Take an offline-first approach ... cache 
network requests in local storage to give an 
optimal experience in periods of low signal

design rules hybrid apps benefit from the same responsive design principles as the web

google tools Google Chrome’s handy emulation tools are 
useful for testing the feel and functionality of your app

genymotion this uses Android virtual machines, making 
them much faster than Google’s Android emulator
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When reading an article on the web or using 
a native application, smartphones and tablets 

will flip the content on screen when you tilt them 
in landscape, so you don’t have to twist your head. 
For web games with a fixed-size, rectangular 
playfield, this feature can actually be detrimental. 
In landscape mode, players may have to scroll 
down the page to reach the opponent’s goal, or if 
the playfield is shrunk to fit, they have very little 
screen real estate to interact with.

When I was creating HTML5 mobile game Forex 
Hockey (herebefrogs.com/forex-hockey), I decided 
to always place the goals at the top and bottom 
of the device. I could have applied a 90-degree 
rotation to the playfield in landscape to avoid the 

 HTML5

View source

files here! 
All the files you need for this 

tutorial can be found at  
netm.ag/orientation-270

scrolling issue, but all the touch input coordinates 
would have to be adjusted too, which would involve 
some complicated maths. 

Instead I looked at the APIs available in HTML5 
to detect or control screen orientation changes. 
In this tutorial, I’ll go through each of the methods 
I tried, their benefits and drawbacks, and how 
you can combine them to achieve your desired 
result. Support varies significantly for some of 
these techniques, so I’ve included browser support 
widgets to help guide you. 

CSS media querieS
The first technique I explored was CSS media 
queries (netm.ag/mediaqueries-270). You might know 

Master screen 
orientation with htML5
Jérôme Lecomte covers six techniques he uses to detect and control 
screen orientation changes while creating an HTML5 mobile game

Abou t t he Au thor
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OANDA Canada
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extreme parenting
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a: Barbara Bermes, an 
amazing advocate of 
performance optimisation 
for the mobile web

 Video
Jérôme Lecomte has 
created an exclusive 
screencast to go with 
this tutorial. Watch 
along at netm.ag/
orientationvid-270
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HTML5

these from responsive design, where they are used 
to arrange the page’s content differently to best 
fit specific browser windows or screen sizes. In 
a nutshell, media queries allow you to apply styles 
conditionally. They work by wrapping the CSS 
rules within a  @media  section, followed by a list 
of features, combined with logical operators  
 and ,  or  and  not . Browsers will only apply rules 
declared in this section when its conditions are 
met. Features range from width and height to 
aspect ratio, colour depth and resolution. 

I will focus on the  orientation  feature, which 
can be set to either  portrait  or  landscape :

@media (orientation: portrait) {
  .playfield     { display: block; }
  .overlay       { display: none; }
}
@media (orientation: landscape) {
  .playfield      { display: none; }
  .overlay        { display: block; }
}

In my game, the element with a  playfield  class is 
visible when the device is held up straight (or the 
desktop browser window is taller than it is wide), 
and hidden if it is held sideways (or the window is 
wider than it is tall). The element with an  overlay  
class, enticing players to change their device 
orientation, is hidden when the device is held 
straight and visible when it isn’t.

While these CSS rules achieve the visual design 
I was going for, there is a drawback. By using this 
method, the game would continue to unravel when 
the playfield was hidden. I concluded that I also 
needed to write code to pause or resume the game 
when the orientation changed.

OrientatiOn Change eventS
I discovered additional properties and events such 
as  window.orientation  and  orientationchange . However, 
I later realised they had a major drawback. In 
theory,  window.orientation  provides the current device 
position expressed as a right angle (either  -90° ,  0° ,  
 90°  or  180° ). By registering an event handler for  
 orientationchange  with the  window  object, you can be 
notified when this property changes value:

Using media queries,
the game would
continue when the
playfield was hidden

While not directly related to orientation changes, the 
Fullscreen API is nonetheless a powerful tool that is 

necessary for the Screen Orientation API to perform properly. 
As its name suggests, it allows your web page to enter fullscreen 
mode and get rid of the browser window menus and frame.

You can verify if the Fullscreen API is available in the browser 
by checking the  document.fullscreenEnabled  property. You request 
fullscreen mode for a particular DOM element of your page by 
calling its  requestFullscreen()  function and everything else will 
disappear. To exit fullscreen mode you call the  document.  
 exitFullscreen()  function of that element. 

You can determine whether fullscreen mode is currently 
active by checking the  document.fullscreenElement  property, 
and you can style the DOM element made fullscreen with the 
CSS selector  :fullscreen .

Note that this API is still a W3C working draft and heavily 
prefixed. For simplicity, the example below is unprefixed.

function toggleFullscreen(domElement) {
  var previousFullscreenElement = document.fullscreenElement;
  if (previousFullscreenElement) {
    document.exitFullscreen();
  }
  if (previousFullscreenElement !== domElement) {
      domElement.requestFullscreen();
  }
}

The most obvious element to request fullscreen for is the page’s 
document itself,  document.documentElement , but any element 
in the document would do. For information about browser support 
for this API, take a look at netm.ag/support-270.

FuLLscreen APi
  Focus on

request fullscreen Tapping one of the three icons will make it request 
fullscreen, hiding everything else on the page
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window.addEventListener("orientationchange", function() {
  if (window.orientation == 90 || window.orientation == -90) {
    game.pause();  // landscape mode
  } else {
    game.resume();  // portrait mode
  }
});

So where is the catch? You are likely to assume  
that  0°  means up,  -90°  left,  90°  right and  
 180°  upside down. This holds true on iPhone 
and iPad, as Apple expects you to use its devices 
primarily in portrait mode. 

However, although Android phones fit the 
expected model, tablets reveal a different 
story. They report  0°  when held sideways, 
because Google assumes tablets are used for 
different purposes than smartphones (such 
as watching a movie on the go).

So here is the inconvenient truth:  window.  
 orientation  is relative to the primary orientation 
provided by the device’s manufacturer, and 
therefore inconsistent across devices. For this 
specific reason, what looks like a very promising 
technique is actually unreliable. In my opinion, 
it’s best avoided.

JavaSCript matChmedia
Looking for a replacement to the  orientationchange  
technique, I turned to JavaScript  matchMedia   

(netm.ag/match-270). This lets you evaluate CSS 
media query conditions programmatically, at 
any given point in time. It can also be used to notify 
you when the state of these conditions changes via 
event handlers.

In my case, to check if a device is currently held 
in landscape mode, I pass the string  "(orientation: 
landscape)"  to the function  window.matchMedia() , 
and then check the  matches  property of the  
 MediaQueryList  object returned as follows:

var query = window.matchMedia("(orientation:landscape)");
console.log("Device held " + (query.matches ? "horizontally" : 
"vertically"));

To be notified when the device orientation changes, 
I register an event handler by calling  addListener()  on 
the  MediaQueryList  object obtained in the code above. 
The callback function will receive this object as an 
argument when triggered.

var toggleGame = function(query) {
  if (query.matches) {
    game.pause();     // landscape mode
  } else {
    game.resume();   // portrait mode
  }
}
query.addListener(toggleGame);

When I no longer need to be notified, I pass the 
same callback function to  removeListener()  on the  
 MediaQueryList  object:

query.removeListener(toggleGame);

I find that JavaScript  matchMedia  complements CSS 
media queries nicely. Together, they help me achieve 
a separation of concern: layout versus code. CSS 
media queries handle the visual changes necessary 
when the orientation is modified, while JavaScript  
 matchMedia  handles the game logic changes.

deviCe OrientatiOn api
I also evaluated the Device Orientation API  
(netm.ag/device-270). This is comprised of two 
events providing information from the hardware 
measuring a device’s position and motion in space: 
gyroscope and digital compass for its orientation, 
and accelerometer for its velocity. 

I left  devicemotion  events aside since my game 
doesn’t require speed measurements. Instead, 
I focused solely on  deviceorientation  events. The 
orientation data is presented in a series of rotations 
around three axes: X, Y and Z. When a device lacks 

android vs apple 
A Samsung Galaxy S3 
tablet in portrait grip sets 
window.orientation to 90˚, 
which my code interprets 
incorrectly as landscape
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the hardware to measure an angle, it is set to null. 
The frame to interpret these rotations depends on 
whether  DeviceOrientationEvent.absolute  is  true  or  
 false . When  true , it uses Earth: X is pointing East, 
Y is North and Z is up. When false, it’s relative 
to an arbitrary frame. For example, Macbook Pro 
laptops can report how much they’re tipped forward 
or backward and how much they’re tilted left or 
right. They lack any sense of compass heading. 

●   alpha  is the rotation angle around Z, and varies 
clockwise from 0 to 359 degrees. It indicates the 
opposite direction of a compass heading

●   beta  is the rotation angle around X, and ranges 
from -180 to 179 degrees. It reports if the device 
is tipped forward or backward (screen faces you  
at  90°  away from you at  -90°  , up at  0°  and 
down at  -180° )

●   gamma  is the rotation angle around Y, and ranges 
from -90 to 89 degrees. It reports whether the 
device is tilted left or right

if (window.DeviceOrientationEvent) {
  window.addEventListener('deviceorientation', function(e) {
    if (e.absolute) {
      console.log('Compass heading:', Math.floor(e.alpha));
    }
  });
}

It’s not always easy to properly interpret these 
values, because when an angle approaches a right 
angle value, the axes swap places (so when beta 
is  90° , Y points up and becomes Z, Z points South 
and becomes -Y), which affects the gyroscope and 
digital compass readings. The slightest gesture will 
send angles oscillating back and forth, with huge 
value swings.

Note that the Device Orientation API also 
generates a high number of events per second. 
This is useful when the web application needs 
to react in real time to every subtle move of the 
device. However, if the application just needs to 
react when the screen has flipped by 90 degrees 
(as is the case with my game), this API is an 
overkill. For that reason, I decided not to use this 
API in my game.

With deviceorientation,
when an angle reaches
a right angle value, the
axes swap places 

Let’s recap: so far my game reacts to a player 
holding their devices in non-optimum positions, 
but what if it could proactively enforce its ideal 
orientation?

SCreen OrientatiOn api
The next technique I tried was the Screen Orientation 
API (w3.org/TR/screen-orientation). This API enables 
you to do three things. You can query  window.screen  
for the current screen orientation, be notified 
when orientation changes, and enforce a particular 
orientation or return orientation control to the 
operating system.

You interact with it through the  window.screen.  
 orientation  property ( screen  also happens to be a 
global variable, and can be accessed directly). The  
 ScreenOrientation  object has a read-only property 
called  type , and returns either:

●   portrait-primary 
●   portrait-secondary  (upside down)
●   portrait  (either straight or upside down)
●   landscape-primary  (device is sideways, with the 

bottom of device on the right)
●   landscape-secondary  (sideways with the bottom 

of device on the left)
●   landscape  (bottom of device either left or right)
●   natural  (device manufacturer’s considered default 

orientation)
●   any  (unlocks orientation, allowing both portrait 

and landscape)

You can register an event handler for a change 
event on  screen.orientation , to be notified of future 
orientation changes:
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screen.orientation.addEventListener('change', function() {
  console.log('new orientation is ', screen.orientation.type);
});

You can lock the screen in a particular orientation 
by calling  lock()  with one of the supported 
orientation types.  lock()  returns a  promise  object 
to which you can attach a  success  and an  error  
handler. Note that you need to be in fullscreen 
mode for the call to be successful.

var onGameStart = function() {
  document.documentElement.requestFullscreen();
  screen.orientation.lock(‘portrait’).then(null, function(error) {
    document.exitFullscreen()
   });
}

Similarly, you can unlock the screen to let the 
operating system rotate it as it deems appropriate:

document.exitFullscreen();
screen.orientation.unlock();

The Screen Orientation API is fairly new and still 
evolving (see widget on page 87 for information on 
which browsers support this API). Yet it is the most 
all-encompassing option of the six techniques if 
you want complete programmatic control over the 
device’s screen. When it is supported by the browser, 

Lock the screen in an
orientation by calling
lock() with a supported
orientation type

Locked to landscape The Nexus 6 in a portrait grip here has had its screen 
locked in landscape mode by the Screen Orientation API

 orientationchange  events, JavaScript  matchMedia  and the Screen 
Orientation API all provide change notification. While combining 
these techniques together, I wondered if there was a set order in 
which these notifications are triggered. 

I ran an experiment where I registered the  alert  function as an 
event handler when the technique allowed it. The benefit of  alert  
is that it opens a modal pop-up which stops the scripts’ execution 
flow until it is closed. As it also stops the browser from rendering, 
I could also see if CSS media queries had triggered or not. 

window.matchMedia("(orientation:landscape)").
addListener(function() {
  alert("Javascript Media Query");
});
window.addEventListener('orientationchange', function() {
  alert("orientationchange event");
});
screen.orientation.addEventListener('change', function() {
  alert("Screen Orientation API");
});

I was disappointed to learn that the notification order is highly 
browser-specific (but that shouldn’t come as a surprise to a web 
developer). For example, with Chrome 41 for Android 5.1, CSS 
media queries apply first, then comes the  orientationchange  
event, and finally JavaScript  matchMedia ; whereas with iOS Safari 
8.3 the  orientationchange  event and JavaScript  matchMedia  
come before CSS media queries.

The lesson here is that to be on the safe side when you are 
combining multiple orientation techniques, you should pick one of 
them and only use its notification system to run your code logic.

notiFicAtion order
  in-depTH

CSS support On an iPad Air, an alert window reports which technique fires 
its orientation change notification first 
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I have used the Screen Orientation API to guarantee 
my game is played in portrait mode.

Web appLiCatiOn manifeSt
The last option I considered was the Web Application 
Manifest (w3c.github.io/manifest). This is not to be 
confused with the Offline Web Application manifest, 
which focuses on caching assets for times where the 
network is unavailable.

The Web Application Manifest is meant to 
enhance web pages that have been added to a 
device’s homescreen. It describes which icon and 
what name appear on the homescreen, whether the 
page opens in a regular browser or as a standalone 
application, and which orientation the screen is to 
be constrained to. 

First, add a  <link>  tag pointing to a JSON file with 
a manifest relationship:

<link rel="manifest" href="manifest.json" />

Second, create a JSON file containing, amongst 
others, the following entries:

{
   "display": "standalone",
  "orientation": "portrait"
}

 display  can be one of the values  fullscreen ,  standalone ,  
minimal-ui  or  browser .  orientation  can be any one 
of the orientation types described in the Screen 
Orientation API section. 

Lastly, you open the page in a browser and add it 
to the homescreen (on Chrome for Android, ‘Add to 
Homescreen’ from the page menu). 

 display: fullscreen  works independently from the 
Fullscreen API (see boxout on page 87 for more 
on this). It is possible to detect if  fullscreen  was 
triggered as a result of the Web Application Manifest 
by evaluating the CSS media query  (display-mode: 
fullscreen)  with JavaScript  matchMedia .

if (window.matchMedia("(display-mode: fullscreen)").matches) 
{
  console.log("page entered fullscreen mode through the Web 
Application Manifest");
} else if (document.fullscreenEnabled && document.
fullscreenElement) {
  console.log("page entered fullscreen mode through the 
Fullscreen API")
}

Launching from a device’s homescreen, the Web 
Application Manifest is a very simple option if you 

want to control (but not so much to query) the 
orientation of web pages. Granted, getting the web 
page onto the device’s homescreen is unfriendly 
on the user experience side of things, but browser 
manufacturers are bound to improve that (Google 
is working on offering the option to add regularly 
visited pages to the homescreen).

Using this technique, with very little work on 
my part, I could guarantee that my game would be 
played in portrait mode for players who saved it 
on their homescreen.

COnCLuSiOn
By now you should be familiar with these six 
techniques used to detect and control screen 
orientation in your mobile web application, and 
hopefully have some ideas about what each is best 
suited for. Combining them together also gives you 
greater coverage for the wildly disparate browser 
support. The code for my game handles support 
degradation gently:

●  Best-case scenario is when Screen Orientation API 
is available: it locks the game in portrait mode and 
the CSS and JavaScript media queries never trigger

●  Second-best case is when the game is launched 
from the homescreen: the Web Manifest API 
guarantees the same result

●  Otherwise, CSS media queries encourage players 
to correct the orientation, while JavaScript  
 matchMedia  prevents them from missing when 
they pause the game

Check out my CodePen illustrating these techniques 
(netm.ag/orientation-270), and let me know how they 
work for you. I’m curious about alternatives, so give 
me a shout on Twitter if you know of any!  

portrait lock Web 
Application Manifest 
locks my game in portrait 
orientation when launched 
from the homescreen of 
my phone
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 The digital world is increasingly dynamic, 
reactive and animated – from the whole layout 

of a webpage to the smallest icon in an app. In this 
tutorial, we’re going to use Sketch to build an icon 
representing a collection of files for a download 
button on a website. We’ll then export our icon as 
an SVG and animate it using CSS. 

Even the most simple animated icon requires 
numerous technical considerations, so each step 
of this tutorial is designed to prepare you for far 
more complex projects. To follow along, readers 
should have a basic understanding of how to 
use Sketch, as well as CodePen, HTML and CSS 
transforms and transitions. No previous experience 
with SVG is necessary.

I’ve been blown away by how enthusiastic 
developers are about adopting Sketch – and it 
makes sense considering the software has been 
built specifically for screen-based design and 
development. Its simple UI and easy-to-use tools 
betray its considerable power under the hood.  
And because everything created in Sketch uses 
vector shapes, it’s the perfect tool for exporting 
designs as SVGs.

If you’ve been holding off on using SVG, wait 
no longer. The format is rock-solid, extremely well 
supported by browsers, and entirely vector-based 
(granting infinite resolution to graphics). What’s 
more, each layer in an SVG can be manipulated with 
CSS or JavaScript, just like anything else in the DOM. 

AnimAte icons with 
sketch And sVG
Animated icons can bring your app or site to life. Peter Nowell 
shows you how to design them using Sketch, SVG and CSS

  Sketch

Abou t t he Au thor

Pe ter Nowell 
w: pnowell.com
t: @pnowelldesign
job: Designer
areas of expertise:  
Design for UI/UX, branding, 
print and web, frontend  
web development

 Video
Peter Nowell has 
created an exclusive 
video to go with this 
tutorial. Watch along at 
netm.ag/iconvid-270

View source

files here! 
All the files you need for 

this tutorial can be found at 
netm.ag/icon-270
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04
We’ll do a similar thing on the 
large rectangle now. Select 

that shape and enter Edit mode, 
then make sure ‘Round to Full Pixel 
Edges’ has been selected in the 
Inspector. Add a vector point on the 
top and right sides of the shape by 
clicking on the borderlines. All 
points should be straight (not one 
of the curved options with Bézier 
handles). Position these new points 
12px from the top-right corner, so 
they line up with the triangular fold. 
Delete the top-right corner point.

05
Click on the triangular fold 
shape, then use the Scissors 

tool ( Layer > Paths > Scissors ) to 
remove the 45-degree angled side. 
For more on the Scissors tool, see 
this article: netm.ag/scissors-270.

06
Insert several 1px-tall 
rectangles to represent 

lines of text on the document. I used 
varying widths to mimic the look of 
left-justified text.

07
Notice how in the final icon 
design (see main image on 

page 91) each object has some 
white space around it? Normally we 
could achieve that by adding a thick 
white border below the blue one on 
each object’s base shape. 

01
Start by firing up Sketch 
and creating a new project 

with a 60px by 60px artboard. 
This will contain the icon we’re 
going to create.

02
Our icon represents 
a collection of files for 

someone to download. It includes 
three objects – two photos and a 
document, all of which derive their 
shape from rectangles. First, insert 
rectangles for each of the objects 
using the  R  keyboard shortcut. 
Then give the shapes a fill colour 
of white and a 1px blue border. 
The border should be centred as 
opposed to inside or outside the 
shape, as the current version of 
SVG only supports centered 
borders (or ‘strokes’ as they’re 
called). In the future, SVG 2 will 
support all three border types.

03
To create the triangular 
fold in the corner of the 

document, insert another rectangle 
(12px square) with the same blue 
border, but no fill colour. After 
positioning it at the top-right corner 
of the large document rectangle, 
enter Edit mode to reveal the vector 
points. Click on the upper-right 
vector point, then hit delete to 
remove it.

However, SVG only supports 
a single border per layer (until 
SVG 2), so instead we’ll duplicate 
each object’s base shape, then 
change the border on the bottom-
most shapes to 4px white. 
Group each photo layer with its 
white background, and group all 
document layers together.

08
Title all of your layers. This 
is actually an important step, 

as it affects the SVG we’re going to 
export. Sketch will use the name 
of each layer to give it an ID, and 
therefore each layer requires a 
unique name, and ideally one using 
hyphens instead of spaces (or in 
camelCase).

09
Position and rotate the 
groups to your liking. Then 

use Sketch’s ‘Show Pixels’ feature  
( ctrl+P ) to assess the clarity of 
the icon. Because we’re rotating 
shapes with such thin borders, 
they’ll never align perfectly with 
the pixel grid, but I like to fiddle 
with the positioning values in the 
Inspector so that the rotated 
shapes appear as crisp as possible. 
Full integers or half-pixel X and Y 
values are a great place to start.

  expert tip

This tutorial uses CSS to 
transform and animate 
the SVG objects. But 
SVG also has its own 
animation framework, 
SMIL, which opens the 
door to many more 
awesome effects. Motion 
paths and morphing 
shapes are just a couple 
of the unique features in 
SMIL animation, which 
uses the same, easy to 
understand, HTML-style 
markup as SVG. To find 
out more, check out my 
list of top resources at 
pnowell.com/svg.

SPeciAl SVG
ANimAtioNS

Step 6 Add thin blue rectangles to represent lines of text on the document icon
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click the ‘Make Exportable’ button 
in the lower-right corner of the 
Inspector. Select  ‘SVG’ and export 
the file. 

15
Now it’s time to clean up 
our SVG file. Under the hood, 

SVG uses the same kind of markup 
as HTML, so any web developer will 
be right at home. Opening the SVG 
in your preferred code editor, you’ll 
notice a lot of extraneous markup. 
I often remove the  <g>  containers 
associated with the Sketch file’s 
page and artboard, shorten long 
decimal values to the hundredth 

10  To design how the icon will 
appear during a hover state, 

simply duplicate the icon’s artboard 
and arrange the objects so they are 
closer together and have slightly 
different rotations. Write down 
each object’s rotation values for the 
normal (inactive) state and its hover 
state – we’ll need those later.

11
We’ve designed the icon, 
now it’s time to prep it for 

export. Start by duplicating both the 
inactive and hover state artboards, 
then selecting each group and 
resetting the rotation values to 0 
degrees. We’re going to recreate 
those rotations with CSS later, using 
the values we wrote down.

12
Looking at the X and Y values 
in the Inspector, calculate 

the difference between each 
object’s inactive and hover state X, 
Y positions (how far the group 
moves in the X and Y directions 
between the two states). Write 
those numbers down.

13
Of the two artboards with 
0-degree rotation layers, 

duplicate the inactive state 
artboard. Select each group in the 
Layers list and ungroup them. We’ll 
re-create those groups using SVG 
markup in a far more lightweight 
way than Sketch defaults to.

14
Click on the artboard’s title in 
the Canvas or Layers list, and 

place, and remove Sketch’s custom 
attributes. I suggest copying/
pasting all of the SVG markup into 
a CodePen as HTML, so you can 
remove superfluous attributes and 
elements while being sure the 
result doesn’t change. How much 
you clean up the markup is up to 
you, but the more you do, the 
easier it will be to read, and the 
smaller the file size will be.

16
Now we’ll recreate the 
groups for each object 

(photo-1, photo-2, document) by 
wrapping the appropriate elements 

with  <g>…</g>  tags, just as you’re 
used to doing with  <div>…</div>  
in HTML. Assign a class to each of 
the groups, for example:  <g 
class="document-container"> .

17
Enough prep work; it’s time 
to bring the icon to life! Use 

the classes you assigned to each 
group to create a declaration in 
CSS. Referencing the inactive state 
rotation values you wrote down, 
recreate the rotation on each group 
using  transform: rotate(__deg)  
and  transform-origin: center   
 center; . Normally the  transform  

Step 14 Export as SVG

Sketch includes quite a bit of extraneous markup in exported SVGs (see step 15 for 
more on this). There are a couple of shortcuts for cleaning this up. The first way is to 
turn off Sketch’s custom SVG element attributes (a hidden preference). Do this by 
opening Terminal, and typing  defaults write com.bohemiancoding.sketch3 exportCompactSVG -bool yes . 
Another option is to use Peter Collingridge’s lightweight SVG Editor web app (netm.
ag/collingridge-262). This will optimise many parts of your SVG, and even shorten long 
decimal values. I use it every time. 

cleAN uP your SVG mArkuP
  expert tip

Step 10 Duplicate the artboard to design the icon’s hover state, in which the objects move closer together
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and  transition  properties require 
vendor prefixes, but when playing 
around in CodePen, you can lean 
on one of the automatic vendor 
prefixing options accessible through 
the pen’s settings. 

Note: Firefox does not support 
the  transform- origin  property on 
SVG elements, so rotations always 
revolve around the element’s 
top-left corner. You may consider 
designing a different animation 
without rotation transforms, 
specifically for Firefox.

18
Add a  transition  property 
to each object’s declaration 

(for example:  transition: all .4s 
ease; ). This allows the objects to 
animate when we change their 
styling on hover.

19
Now let’s create the CSS 
declarations for each object 

in its hover state. If you’re adding 
this icon to a larger button – as 
I have in the example CodePen  
(netm.ag/sketch-270) – you’ll want  
the  :hover  pseudo-selector to be 
attached to the button rather than 
the icon. If you’re constructing the 
icon independently, attach the  
 :hover  to the SVG icon itself. 
Your declaration should look 
something like:  .attachments- 
button:hover .document-icon {}  or  

 .attachments-icon:hover .  
 document-icon {} .

20
This is when the magic 
happens. Referencing the 

values you wrote down for how 
much the objects move and rotate 
in their hover state, recreate those 
using CSS transforms like we did 
before with the inactive states.  
The  transform  property can accept 
multiple functions (separated by a 
space), so we’ll use  translate(x,y)  
to move the groups and  rotate(_  
 deg)  to rotate them. 

There are some important 
considerations as you write the CSS. 
First, don’t forget to write  px  after 
your X and Y values. Second, the 
order of transform functions will 

Step 20 Now it’s time to create the hover state with different CSS transforms

affect the result – here  translate  
must come before  rotate . Third, 
the differences in each group’s 
X and Y positions (which you 
wrote down) may need to become 
positive or negative when using 
the  translate  function. Negative 
X values will move it left, and 
negative Y values will move it up. 
Lastly, you will need to tweak the 
rotation values you wrote down – 
negative  rotate  values in Sketch 
become positive when using CSS 
transforms, and vice versa.

21
After you’re finished 
tweaking the transform 

values, you’re finished! The icon 
is ready to delight visitors on 
your website. 

Step 16 Recreate the groups by wrapping each object’s elements in <g> tagsStep 15 Clean up your SVG file code by removing extraneous attributes and tags

  expert tip

Looking to learn more 
about CSS transforms, 
transitions and 
animations? My favourite 
resources on the topic 
are Vicki Murley’s 
ebooks, which are packed 
with beautiful graphics 
and interactive widgets 
to play with. You can 
download them at 
netm.ag/murley-270 and 
netm.ag/murley2-270.

cSS trANSformS
ANd ANimAtioN
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Content that must remain private is called 
‘Personally identifiable information’ (PII). This 

is any information that can be used on its own or 
with other information to identify, contact or locate 
a person, or to identify an individual in context. 
The determination of weaknesses comes with some 
fuzzy logic. We can’t control the security of external 
networks or the devices users access our apps with, 
yet we are responsible for any combination of factors 
that might compromise our apps.

In the last year, government, social and ad-driven 
websites have all come under the microscope as the 
perception of what is ‘private enough’ has evolved. 
Part of that evolution is the natural result of our 
acceptance of more integrated services in our lives. 
Users enjoy the convenience of these integrations, 
but also assume the personal information they 
reveal won’t be exploited. As app creators we must 
recognise this and address it.

Picture the scene. Cathy sits in a busy coffee 
shop browsing the web on the free Wi-Fi as she 
sips her beverage. One of her friends has just been 
diagnosed with depression, and she wants to help 
find a support group. She finds a local group, and 
uses the site’s contact form to see when they meet. 
At the same time an attacker is monitoring traffic 
on the coffee shop’s unsecured network and notices 
the traffic to the unencrypted domain. They can see 
the user-agents of the requests and identify Cathy. 
Viewing the unencrypted traffic, the attacker now 
knows Cathy’s full name, and the first name of her 
friend via the contact form she filled out. Cathy’s 

social network accounts are searchable and after a 
few minutes of sleuthing, the attacker finds the full 
name of her friend via an Instagram comment. With 
the combination of information, the attacker now 
has enough information to extort her friend.

Looked at individually, the different sources of 
information might not be considered personal, but 
the combination is. An application facilitates the 
context of connected information and must prevent 
any exploits as a result of those connections.

Get the riGht certificate
The first and most effective line of defence should 
be an SSL/TLS certificate. SSL/TLS accounts for less 
than 1 per cent of the CPU load, less than 10KB of 
memory per connection and less than 2 per cent of 
network overhead (istlsfastyet.com). Concerns related 
to performance are simply a myth.

Unfortunately, all SSL/TLS certificates are not 
created equal, and you want to pay attention to 
a few points to make sure you get the right one:

●  Certificate: You want a certificate signed using 
SHA-2 (support for SHA-1 is slated to end in 2016)

●  Protocol Support: Make sure you support TLS 1.2 
(the most recent version of the protocol). Older 
versions are susceptible to browser exploits such 
as BEAST and POODLE

●  Key Exchange: The stronger the key used in the 
session handshake, the less likely it is someone 
will gain access to the communication channel. 
You want a key of 2048 bits or more

SAFEGUARD YOUR 
USERS’ PRIVACY
Ensuring privacy is far from straightforward. Tim Badaczewski  
lists some best practices you can adopt to protect your users

  Security
Abou t t he Au thor

t im 
bAdAczewski
w: badaczewski.com
t: @tbadaczewski
job: Friendly 
neighbourhood 
web developer, 
ICF International
areas of expertise: 
RWD, CSS3, JavaScript, 
C#, security
q: who’s your web hero? 
a: Ben Brown (xoxco.com) 
– his willingness to share 
information to push 
innovation is a model 
I aspire to
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●  Cipher Strength: You want 256 bit ciphers or 
above. This is a little tricky because it depends on 
the ciphers available on your server, and what will 
support your target clients

Perfect fOrWarD SecrecY
Perfect forward secrecy (PFS) ensures the two keys 
used for the secure session handshake can’t be 
compromised. If an attacker can determine the key, 
they can decrypt your encrypted data. Make sure 
you have TLS 1.2 enabled on your server, and use a 
compatible list of ciphers suites. Your cipher suites 
need to support the clients your app targets. Clients 
are basically the browser version and operating 
system versions they run on. Two good resources for 
generating cipher suites are Apache and Nginx (netm.
ag/mozilla-270) and IIS (netm.ag/IIS-270).

eNfOrce the httPS PrOtOcOL
Just offering a secure connection is not enough, and 
neither is just using a secure connection for portions 
of your site. If you have an SSL, institute it site-wide!

Enforcing the protocol at the earliest point of 
communication is best, which usually means a 
header rewrite performed at the moment the server 
detects the request.

Apache (via .htaccess) 
RewriteEngine On
RewriteCond %{HTTPS} off
RewriteRule (.*) https://%{HTTP_HOST}%{REQUEST_URI}
IIS (via web.config)
<rule name="HTTP to HTTPS redirect" 
stopProcessing="true">
<match url="(.*)" />
<conditions>
<add input="{HTTPS}" pattern="off" ignoreCase="true" />
</conditions>
<action type="Redirect" redirectType="Found" url="https://
{HTTP_HOST}/{R:1}" />
</rule>

HTTP Strict Transport Security (HSTS) is fairly 
new, opt-in security feature that enhances the 
enforcement of the secure protocol by registering 
it within the code of the browser itself. Once 

registered, all future requests will be secure, even 
before the request to the target application is made.

Apache (via .htaccess) 
Header always set Strict-Transport-Security: max-
age=31536000; includeSubDomains; preload
IIS (via web.config)

<httpProtocol>
<customHeaders>
<add name="Strict-Transport-Security" value="max-
age=31536000; includeSubDomains; preload "/>
</customHeaders>
</httpProtocol>

MiNiMiSe eXterNaL ScriPtS
External JavaScript references are given kudos for 
reducing domain requests as well as being more 
likely to be cached in the user’s browser. The 
problem with external references is that they are 
completely out of our control, and we have to take 
the good with the bad. Before adding an external 
script reference to an app, ask a few questions:

●  Is there a server-side alternative that would work?
●  Can I host the script within my application?
●  Can this script be referenced via HTTPS?
●  Does a smaller more secure alternative exist that 

fits my needs?

harDeN GOOGLe aNaLYticS
Finally, since just about everyone uses Google 
Analytics, hardening the tracking script is a small 
but important measure. Adding these two lines of 
code beneath the primary code snippet ensures your 
users stay anonymous and secure.

ga('set', 'anonymizeIp', true);
ga('set', 'forceSSL', true);

 anonymizeIp  makes the IP address of the sender 
anonymous. By default, tracking beacons sent from 
https pages will be sent using https, while beacons 
sent from http pages will be sent using http. Setting  
 forceSSL  to  true  will force http pages to also send all 
beacons using https.

fiNaL tiPS
A top tip is to keep any identifiable information out 
of the URL. It’s true that network sniffers can’t see it 
when secured, but it’s still visible in web server logs. 

GET/POST all variables as part of the encrypted 
header. If you have an SSL and want a free scan to see 
if your certificate and server configuration is secured 
properly, visit ssllabs.com/ssltest. 

PFS ensures the two
keys used for the secure
session handshake
can’t be compromised
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Pattern Lab vs Fabricator
Barry McGee compares two popular platforms designed 
to take the heavy lifting out of building pattern libraries

Abou t t he Au thor

bArry
mcgee 
w: barrymcgee.co.uk
t: @barrymcgee
job: Frontend developer, 
Integral Code
areas of expertise:  
HTML, CSS and 
JavaScript, architecting 
large-scale frontend 
builds
q: who’s your web hero?  
a: Tim Berners-Lee. 
Without him, I’d be 
sweeping roads!

 HEAD TO HEAD

Pattern Lab (patternlab.io) was created by Brad Frost 
and Dave Olsen. Frost is responsible for the Atomic 
Design system around which the platform is based.

Pattern Lab requires at least PHP 5.3 to run the 
required scripts. Fine if you’re using a recent version 
of OS X, but Windows users might have to work a 
little harder to configure their environment.

Although it leans towards Atomic Design, Pattern 
Lab can be adapted to support any taxonomy. A 
cross-browser testing feature means one browser 
can control other browsers displaying Pattern Lab, 
and replicate clicking links and scrolling.

Dynamic data can be passed to your patterns using 
JSON, parsed through Mustache templates.

Out of the box, Pattern Lab is quite a drab affair, 
because the authors want to encourage customisation. 
However, with the option-heavy top JavaScript toolbar 
and clunky page interactions, just kicking out the ugly 
from this default instance is a significant job.

While there is an active community around Pattern 
Lab, it appears focus has shifted to the development 
of Pattern Lab v2 – a complete rewrite. It’s unclear 
what the upgrade path will be for current users.

Fabricator was started in late 2013 but only reached 
v1.0 in April 2015. It has since gained a lot of traction, 
and is well maintained. Issues are quickly addressed 
and regular updates are forthcoming.

Fabricator (fbrctr.github.io) has been created by Luke 
Askew. It’s a no-nonsense tool designed to help you 
quickly create “tiny bootstraps, for every client”.

Getting Fabricator up and running is a breeze, 
especially if you already have npm installed. Run a  
 cURL  command to pull down the source files from 
GitHub, followed by  npm start . 

Fabricator doesn’t favour any particular taxonomy. 
Partials are marked up with HTML files and can be 
documented using Markdown at the top of each. A 
watch utility regenerates assets when changes are 
made, and refreshes your browser with BrowserSync.

YAML files parsed by Handlebars is the combination of 
choice used by Fabricator to generate dynamic data.

Fabricator comes with two default themes and you 
can edit a config file to make it fit with your colour 
palette. Menu options are minimal, allowing users to 
toggle labels, notes and code snippets. A fixed sidebar 
supports easy navigation of patterns.

EAsE Of insTAllATiOn

ADDing AnD mAinTAining pATTErns

DynAmic DATA

cusTOmisATiOn

AcTivE DEvElOpmEnT

pATTErn lAb fAbricATOr

While both platforms will give you a great springboard for your pattern library, Fabricator 
currently has the edge due to its lightweight footprint, speed and ease of maintenance. 
If you’re already using gulp in your toolchain, it should fit in with very little friction. However, 
I believe a lot of work is going into Pattern Lab v2, so watch this space.

vErDicT

 fAcT filE
Pattern Lab 
fLavours 
Besides the master 
Pattern Lab (using 
PHP and Mustache), 
there are other 
variations, including 
a version using Twig 
for templating and 
a version ported to 
NodeJS (github.com/
pattern-lab).

assembLe 
Fabricator is built 
on top of Assemble 
(assemble.io), a static 
site generator for 
JavaScript tooling 
chains. It can also be 
used to quickly scaffold 
sites using frameworks 
like Foundation and 
Bootstrap.
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The reasoning behind design prototyping 
isn’t new – it’s the same as all the buzz about 

designing in the browser. When you see a design in 
its real context, it’s totally different. You make better 
decisions when you don’t have to make assumptions 
about how an interface will function and feel. This 
may sound like extra work, but the insights you can 
gain by seeing your design working are invaluable. 

Framer (framerjs.com) is a new code-based 
prototyping tool. You can create mockups in Sketch 
(or Photoshop) just as you usually would, and import 
them into Framer. Then, write a little CoffeeScript 
and you can accomplish a lot. 

I’m going to teach you the basics of prototyping in 
Framer, using the example of an iOS app prototype 
with two views: a profile view and a zoomed-in view 

of the user’s avatar image. We’ll prototype how the 
expanded photo view will open and close, and we’ll 
also animate it. View the online demo at netm.ag/
framer-270 (to see the source code, just click the icon 
in the top-left corner). You’ll also need the free trial 
of Framer, which you can get at framerjs.com.

Import from Sketch
The first step is to import layers from Sketch into 
Framer. Simply click the Import button in Framer 
while the design is open in Sketch, and choose the 
correct file in the dialog that follows. Framer will 
automatically import images from each layer and 
make them accessible via code like this:

sketch = Framer.Importer.load "imported/profile"

Design interactive 
prototypes in Framer
Prototyping with code doesn’t have to be tricky. Jarrod Drysdale 
shows you how to create a moving mockup with the help of Framer

  PrototyPing

 resource
If you’re having trouble 
getting started with 
this tool, try the Framer 
tutorials. The crash 
course in CoffeeScript 
is excellent: 
framerjs.com/learn/
coffeescript

Abou t t he Au thor
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w: studiofellow.com
t: @studiofellow
job: Author, design 
consultant, digital product 
maker
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Web design, web app UI, 
frontend code, content 
marketing, CRO
q: who’s your web hero?  
a: Spider-man (serious 
answer? Jason Fried)

 Exclusive offer! 
20% off framer

Visit framerjs.com and enter  
coupon code FRMR-NET  

at the checkout 

Offer expires 30 September 2015 
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Use that variable to access the imported layers. For 
example, to reference the layer named ‘content’ in 
the Sketch file, you’d type  sketch.content  in Framer.

create maSk and avatar layerS
The core function of this prototype is to expand 
the avatar image when it’s tapped, and then to 
close it when it’s tapped again. First, we’ll create 
two mask layers – a nested mask, or a mask inside 
another mask. We’ll animate both masks at once 
to create a nice, subtle opening and closing effect. 
The  headerMask  layer will crop the avatar photo to 
a rectangle when it’s expanded, and the  mask  layer 
will crop it to a small circle on the profile view. 

Create the  headerMask  layer like this:

headerMask = new Layer 
 width: Screen.width, height: 800
 backgroundColor: “transparent”

The first line of code creates and names the new 
layer. Then, using CoffeeScript’s indentation syntax, 
we set the width, height and background properties. 

We’ll use a transparent background so the layers 
beneath show when the avatar photo is expanded.

Next, create the  mask  layer:

mask = new Layer 
 width: 1000, height: 1000
 backgroundColor: “transparent”, borderRadius: 500
 y: sketch.header.height - 100
 superLayer: headerMask
 scale: 0.2, originY: 0

We create a new layer and set properties in the same 
way. The large  borderRadius  makes this layer a circle. 
We position the  mask  layer so it overlaps the  header  
layer, which was imported from Sketch. We’ll also 
scale down to 20 per cent, or 0.2. An  originY  of zero 
sets the anchor point or registration of the image 
to the top edge.

The remaining property,  superLayer , sets the  
 headerMask  layer we created as this new layer’s 
parent. This is how masking works in Framer. Simply 
set the  superLayer  property, and the parent layer will 
mask the child.

We’ll create a nested
mask, and animate it to
create a subtle opening
and closing effect

To some designers (including myself), prototyping can sound 
like an unnecessary step in the design process. We all know 

that mockups are only an approximation of the real interface. You 
can design in the browser instead, but changing real software is 
always slower, especially when you’re working with mobile and 
native apps. Prototyping is the perfect middle ground between 
a mockup and a real application. You make decisions about your 
design based upon how it actually functions, but before committing 
it to rock-solid production code.

Design with real inputs
Prototyping allows you to try your design in a real context. View 
a prototype on your mobile device to try each of your concepts. 
This gives you more information when it comes to choosing the 
best one.

Experiment quickly
You can try new interaction concepts in minutes. Create new 
elements or views in Sketch or Photoshop, then stitch them 
together using a prototype. You’ll see your design working earlier 
in the process, and so can react accordingly.

Why prototype?
  in-dePth

nested masks Here’s how the nested masks crop the avatar image across 
views and during the animation we’re building
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Next, we need to create the avatar graphic and place 
it inside those new masks. To zoom and animate the 
cropping boundaries, we’ll manually create the avatar 
layer. Copy a photo into the ‘images’ subfolder of the 
project folder. Then create a layer using that image:

avatar = new Layer 
 image: “images/avatar.png”
 width: mask.width, height: mask.height
 superLayer: mask, force2d: true

Notice that we set the  superLayer  of the avatar 
to be the  mask  layer. Both are now nested within  
 headerMask . We also set the width and height so 
the image fills the masked area completely.

Last, we’ll create a variable to store the Y position 
of the  mask  we’ll use for the animation. We’ll centre 
it horizontally, as it’s larger than the screen.

maskY = mask.y
mask.centerX()

defIne StateS
The first step in creating an animation is to define 
the beginning and end states. In Framer, states are 
like keyframes written out in code. A state is just 
a collection of properties. Every layer has a default 
state. For this prototype, that default will serve as the 
beginning point for the animation, so we only need to 
set a second state for each layer. 

The syntax for states is very simple. Reference the 
layer, use the  layer.states.add()  method, and then list 
the properties to be included.

sketch.content.states.add(hide: { opacity: 0 })
headerMask.states.add(move: { y: 120 })
mask.states.add(grow: { scale: 1.1, y: maskY - 420 })

hoW FrAmer Fits into
the design process

Framer is a good candidate for prototyping if you’re already 
planning to create mockups in Sketch or Photoshop and you 

need precise control over animations and interaction.
You’ll add prototyping into your process after you’ve created 

your mockups, but before they are completely finalised. Import 
them into Framer to add interactivity and movement. This will help 
you identify problem areas of the design, such as buttons that 
aren’t big enough to tap on a mobile screen, loss of context upon 
screen transitions, or elements that, when animated, look different 
to what you expected.

Then you’ll make some adjustments to the visual design and 
re-import this into Framer to see if they work better. Moving back 
and forth between the mockup and prototype means you can 
explore concepts in greater depth and validate your decisions.

Once you are happy with the design, you’ll have a prototype you 
can show to your client to demonstrate how your design works, 
or to use to explain to your developer teammates how it should 
function. Less gets lost in translation when everyone can plainly 
see the design in action.

Of course, the design stage isn’t over when you present your 
first concept. Even as the design is being built out, you’ll be able to 
contribute to the development and make sure the app follows your 
plans. Telling a teammate the animation needs to be quicker is not 
nearly as clear as showing them exactly how you want it to feel. 

In addition, nearly every team, no matter how thorough and 
thoughtful, runs into unexpected challenges when building 
software. When an issue pops up, you can use prototyping to pitch 
in and help the development team resolve it.

  FoCUS on

expanding avatars Tap the circular avatar photo in the centre to expand the 
avatar image (shown right), tap again to close the expanded view and return 
to the profile view (left)
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The second state for the  content  layer, which was 
imported from Sketch and contains all the other 
profile screen elements, should be completely 
transparent. This way, when the avatar is expanded, 
we’ll have a black background and the remaining 
imported icons and elements will show through.

The second line of code creates a state for  
 headerMask , which will simply move it down to a  
 Y  position of 120. This will allow the title and close 
button to show at the top of the screen when the 
avatar photo is enlarged. It will also animate the 
cropping boundaries of the avatar photo.

Lastly, a new state for the  mask  layer will both 
scale it up and move it up, using the  maskY  variable 
we created earlier. Because the  originY  (or anchor 
point) of the  mask  layer is its top edge, we need 
to move it up by 420 pixels so that the centre of 
the image is visible.

anImate between StateS
To animate between the default states and the 
new ones we just created, we only need four more 

lines of code. We’ll set a click handler on the  avatar  
layer. When a user taps it on the profile screen, 
we’ll transition to the expanded view by cycling 
states. When it’s tapped again, we’ll cycle back to 
the default states so it returns to a small circle.
The same lines of code handle both interactions:

avatar.on Events.Click, ->
 headerMask.states.next()
 mask.states.next()
 sketch.content.states.next()

The first line of this block sets up the click handler 
on the  avatar  layer. Any time it is tapped, no matter 
how it is cropped or what size it is, the statements 
that follow will run.

Then we simply reference each layer, and use the  
 layer.states.next()  method to toggle states. When you 
use  layer.states.next() , Framer will use its internal 
default animation settings. This is extremely 
convenient, but you can craft even better animations 
by finessing the animation curves.

When using states like we are here, you can easily 
change each animation curve separately by using  

the  layer.states.animationOptions  property. With 
just three slight adjustments, the animation feels 
completely different:

sketch.content.states.animationOptions = curve: "ease", time: 
0.3
headerMask.states.animationOptions = curve: "spring(150, 
20, 0)"
mask.states.animationOptions = curve: "spring(300, 30, 0)"

For the  content  layer that’s fading out and in, 
we’ll choose a simple curve preset,  ease , and set 
animation duration to  0.3  so that it’s very quick.
For the  headerMask  and  mask  layers, use a spring 
curve. For our purposes, you just need to know 
that the spring curve values change the speed and 
bounce of the animation. The values for the  mask  
layer will make its animation much faster than  
 headerMask  and  content . For more details on 
the spring curve settings, refer to the Framer 
documentation at framerjs.com/docs.

try It on a real mobIle devIce
Seeing the design on a real device is so much more 
effective than using emulators, and you will see 
the benefits in your work. Framer includes a mirror 
feature, which is a built-in server that offers a URL 
to your prototype over your local network. Simply 
visit the URL using your device. 

You’ve learned everything you need to know to 
prototype your own designs in Framer. What are 
you waiting for?  

Using states like this
means you can easily
change each animation
curve separately 

learning tools Framer 
has a huge library of 
downloadable examples 
you can use to continue 
learning at framerjs.com/
examples
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 The web has inherited many capabilities that 
were formerly the sole preserve of native apps 

– for example accelerometer capabilities, geolocation, 
drag and drop, and video and audio capture with 
WebRTC. This, coupled with that fact that browsers 
have made significant performance gains, means 
the technological gap between web and native apps 
has never been narrower.

From a consumer’s perspective, one of the major 
differentiators between native apps and web apps 
is the ability to install them. This is especially 
true on mobile devices. The possibility of tickling 
a homescreen icon into life with a single tap offers 
a huge usability advantage over opening a browser 
and finding a site – even if it’s bookmarked to the 
browser’s start screen.

Bridging the gap
The new HTML manifest specification aims to 
bridge this gap. Take a look at the official spec at  
w3c.github.io/manifest, or read about it at netm.ag/spec-
270. You simply link to a manifest file from your web 
app, like this: 

<link rel="manifest" href="/manifest.json">

The manifest file is a simple JSON file. It tells the 
browser information such as the application’s 
name, whether to open in portrait or landscape 
mode, whether to open fullscreen or whether to 
show browser chrome. It also points to a list of 
icons, from which the browser will choose the 
one appropriate for the platform.

You can tell the browser the scope of your 
app – that is, you can set a boundary for an app. 
This can either be a domain, or a directory within 
that domain. When your user navigates away from 
the scope (for example, they follow a link from inside 
your app to an external page) the browser can give 
the user an indication that they’re ‘outside’ your 
app. This is useful for security, because most apps 
are fullscreen, and therefore there’s no URL bar to 
show the address the user is visiting.

Save to homeScreen
This is enough information so that supporting 
browsers can save an icon to the homescreen 
(or desktop) that, when activated, takes the user 
directly to your web app, with no browser chrome. 
Unlike native apps, which must be re-downloaded 
and re-installed when they change, the web is 
instantly updateable. Because your app actually 
lives on the server, any change you make is instantly 
seen by the user. 

Saving an app to homescreen is supported in 
Opera for Android, Chrome for Android (netm.
ag/homescreen-270) and is coming to Firefox OS. 
Microsoft is also showing interest. A similar, but 
non-standard mechanism is available in iOS using 
the  apple-mobile-web-app-capable  meta tag. There’s 
no reason why you can’t use the proprietary iOS 
method in conjunction with the newly standardised 
HTML manifest, on the same page – browsers that 
don’t support it simply won’t allow (or offer) to save 
an app to the homescreen.

Additionally, Chrome offers a mechanism called 
a web app install banner, if a manifest is present and 
other criteria are satisfied (e.g. the user has visited 
the site twice in two weeks). Combined with a Service 
Worker, which makes web apps usable offline, the 
HTML manifest promises to bring users the UX 
advantages of ‘installing’ apps, without the heavy 
downloads or storage requirement (because they only 
download metadata and icons) or the clunkiness of 
the re-download, re-install loop. 

HTML ManifesT
Bruce Lawson on the spec that brings 
the benefits of installation to web apps

Web developer Bruce (brucelawson.co.uk) is a passionate advocate 
of the Open Web and lurid hair dye. He’s also the author of 
Introducing HTML5 P
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If you’ve ever received an email with an 
attachment entitled ‘about_3_final_2.doc’ , 

you might not realise it, but you’ve already been 
using a very basic (if hard to use) version control 
system. There are many benefits to using a more 
structured system. It solves many problems: How do 
you name versions of a file? How do you keep track 
of changes to a file, or a project? How do you know 
what exactly is different in these versions? 

A version control system allows you to focus 
on the current version of a project, secure in the 
knowledge that all other variants are neatly stored in 
the system. You can request any version at any time, 
and see what is different, when it changed, and who 
made the change. Storing the history of each step 
provides documentation of how a project was made; 
who wrote what; and how changes developed. That 
knowledge and access may be helpful to you and 
your team mates, now or in the future.

Why Git?
As a version control system, Git does a great job 
of keeping track of file versions. Git’s real strengths 
are in the workflows that can be built on top of it. 
Git makes it easy to work on your own branch of code 
and then merge it into a master copy, with usually 
very little difficulty compared to other version 
control systems. There are several web-based 

services that host Git repositories – such as GitHub 
– that make collaboration easy, and offer additional 
visual tools and features for managing projects.

Git provides you with a staging area to prepare 
commits, before actually committing to them. 
This enables you to easily select specific files – or 
even just specific lines of code – and line up changes 
with a meaningful description. It makes changes 
much more visible, and gives you greater control 
over how you track the history of your work.

installation
Git is available for OS X, Linux and Windows. 
We’ll use the command line interface in this tutorial, 
as this is the best way of learning the main processes 
of version control. Once you’re comfortable with 
the general process, you could try one of the many 
graphical tools available. 

First, set up Git:

1.  Download and install the latest version of Git  
(git-scm.com/downloads)

2.  On your computer, open a new window on the 
Terminal application, if you’re on a Linux or 
Mac OS X system. If you’re on Windows, go to 
the command prompt

3.  Set up your name and email on Git, so your 
commits will be properly labelled

Get started with 
Git version control
Git version control helps you track and manage your projects. 
Keavy McMinn presents her beginner’s guide

 git

Abou t t he Au thor
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for practicing programming 
exercises), an inspiring 
speaker and great friend

 reAding
For more in-depth 
learning about Git,  
Pro Git, a book by Scott 
Chacon and Ben Straub, 
is available to download 
for free at git-scm.com/ 
book/en/v2
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On the command line, enter:

git config --global user.name "YOUR NAME"
git config --global user.email "YOUR EMAIL ADDRESS"

In the code samples that follow, the lines of input are 
prefixed with a  $  sign. Depending on your system, 
this might be replaced with your user name, or the 
path to the current directory.

$ git
usage: git <command> [<args>]

Detailed help on all the commands we use in this 
tutorial can be accessed by appending the command 
name after  help . For example:

$ git help commit

To set up a local repository, create a ‘git_tutorial’ 
folder on your desktop. Move into it with the  cd  
command, and then create an empty Git repo:

$ cd ~/Desktop/git_tutorial
$ git init
Initialized empty Git repository in /Users/keavy/Desktop/
git_tutorial/.git/

Hidden files are probably not listed on your system, 
but you may see a folder appear inside ‘git_tutorial’. 
This is the local storage of files in this repository. 
You’ll never use these files directly, but it’s useful 
to know they exist here.

$ ls .git/

Git provides you with a
staging area to prepare
commits before actually
committing to them

An important thing to consider is when you should commit, 
and what you should say. My advice is to commit early and 

often. It’s good practice, even if working alone, to commit your 
changes into source control. 

Keeping commits small and focused provides an easy-to-track 
documentation of the work. Think about committing each time 
you pause in your workflow, rather than after a long period. And 
by long, I mean more than a few hours.

I often prefix a commit with ‘WIP’ (for ‘Work in Progress’). 
It’s also useful to use the commit message to explain the why, not 
the what. The diff shows the what, but your comment can expand 
on that to give your co-workers, or your future self, insight into why 
the change was made.

A good commit message might be:

Omit trailing slash in URL
[blank line]
For consistency, omitting the trailing slash in both examples.

 
Commit messages can indicate, at a glance, what changes were 
made. The  ...  on a shared repository on GitHub indicates there is 
further description available in the message.

When to coMMit
  in-depth

Picturing Git This diagram represents the Git process

not so useful Commit messages may also indicate the author’s mood. This can be 
amusing, but not very helpful to anyone else, or even your future self
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add a file 
Create a new file in your ‘git_tutorial’ directory 
called ‘README.md’. Checking the status of 
your repository ( git status ) will show this new 
file as  untracked , meaning we haven’t added it 
to the repository yet.

$ git status
Untracked files:
  (use "git add <file>..." to include in what will be 
committed)

README.md
nothing added to commit but untracked files present (use 
"git add" to track)

If there are any files in this repository you want 
to keep track of, you need to add them:

$ git add README.md

If you run  git status  again, you’ll see this file has 
now been added to a staging area, and is listed under 
‘Changes to be committed’. 

In order to track changes made to this file, we 
must commit our work (this file) with a descriptive 
message. For example:

$ git commit -m "Initial draft of project README"

Committing a change saves the work to the 
repository, and this step is tracked in the history 
of the project.

make an edit
If we make any changes in the ‘README.md’ file, 
then run  git status  again, the changed file will be 
listed as  modified . We run through the same process, 
staging the changes we want to commit, then 
committing them:

add a file Here, a file has been added to the staging area, and is marked up 
as ‘to be committed’

glossAry
A quick run-down of the terms and commands you need to 
know to master Git version control: 

Commit – A grouped set of changes, described by a brief message 
explaining the change
diff – The difference in changes between two commits
fetch – Getting the latest changes, without merging them
Git – An open source program for tracking changes in text files
Github – A web-based Git repository hosting service (github.com)
merge – Taking changes from one branch and applying them 
to another
Pull – Fetching in changes and merging them. If someone else 
has made changes to work on a remote branch, you may ‘pull’ 
in those changes
Push – Sending your changes to a remote repository, such as  
github.com. Once you’ve made changes locally, you ‘push’ those 
changes so others can access them
Repository – A location for storing related code and files
Branch – A named variation on the code or enhancement- 
in-progress
master – The default branch, created automatically when you 
create a Git repository

Commands used in this article:

 git init [project name]  Creates a new local repository with 
the specified name
 git add [filename]  Adds a specific file to the staging area
 git add .  Adds all the files in a directory to the staging area
 git commit -m  Adds the currently staged files, with a 
descriptive message
 git commit --amend  Tweaks the details of the last commit 
metadata
 git log  Lists the history of commits
 git merge  Combines one branch’s commits into the current branch
 git checkout [branch]  Switches to the specified branch
 git branch -d [branch]  Deletes the specified branch from the 
local repository
 git revert <sha>  Reverts an existing commit
 git rm --cached [file]  Removes the file from staging, but keeps 
the file on your hard drive

  ResouRces
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$ git add .
$ git commit -m "Included contact details in README"

Remove files
In the last step, I used the shortcut  git add . , which 
adds all the files in the folder to Git’s staging area, 
then commits the changes. Let’s say I realise a file 
containing some rough notes was added, which 
I don’t want tracked in the repository. I can remove 
it (but keep the file on my hard drive) using the 
following code:

git rm --cached notes.md

Undo
If you have pushed a change, but it’s broken, you 
can revert the change using the unique reference for 
that commit, with  git revert <sha> . You’ll find this 
unique reference by viewing the history of commits 
with  git log .

The  revert  command makes a new commit that 
undoes the work you wish to undo, but maintains 
the history of the rest of the work you’ve done. If you 

want to tweak that last commit, it’s perhaps worth 
changing the message you wrote so that it says  
 git commit --amend . 

A word of warning: every commit in a Git 
repository is inextricably linked to the commit 
before it. While there are further options to change 
history or erase a commit completely, changing 
history can be dangerous, and you should take 
into consideration any other contributors.

BRanChinG and meRGinG
A branch is a divergent path in the code base. It 
might contain an experiment, fix or enhancement. 
Many developers prefer to keep their master branch 
stable, for code that has been released. Once code in 
a branch is stable and ready for use, it can be merged 
into the master branch.

Branches are cheap and easy to create and keep in 
sync, so experimenting in a short-lived branch can 
be a useful part of a workflow.

# start a new feature, from the master
git checkout -b fresh-navigation master

# work on the new feature
git add <file>
git commit -m "new site header"
git add <file>
git commit -m "new site footer"

Merging is the process of bringing divergent paths 
back together. The  git merge  command lets you take 
the work created in one branch and integrate it into 
another branch.

A common workflow, once work in a feature 
branch is ready, would be to merge that work back 
into the master:

# merge in the fresh-navigation branch, to master
git checkout master
git merge fresh-navigation

# delete the feature branch
git branch -d fresh-navigation

next stePs
Although we’ve been using the command line here, 
there are several applications available that enable 
you to manage Git repos from a desktop application. 
Apps let you easily make changes to specific lines in 
a file, rather than altering everything at once. Try 
GitHub for Mac (mac.github.com) or GitX (gitx.frim.nl), 
or GitHub for Windows (windows.github.com). 

Hopefully now your days of emailing ‘about_3_
final_2.doc’ files are over! Git isn’t an ‘all or 
nothing’ tool – you can use it simply to track your 
own commits, progress to using GitHub, then maybe 
collaborate with others, moving on to pull requests 
and the whole GitHub flow. So explore and find a 
workflow that suits your process. Enjoy!  

Once code in a branch 
is stable and ready for
use, it can be merged
into the master branch

Github mac Apps like 
GitHub for Mac enable you 
to easily make changes to 
specific lines of a file

 resource
GitHub Flow is a popular 
process that supports 
teams and projects, 
where feature branches 
are used extensively. 
This guide explains 
the process: netm.ag/
flow-270 
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 Native mobile app development is a difficult 
environment. There are different operating 

systems, a vast array of handset manufacturers 
and a huge range of screen resolutions to build for. 
Thankfully, Facebook has released React Native – 
a framework designed to extend the React approach 
to mobile application development. In this tutorial, 
we’re going to build a real-time weather app using 
OpenWeatherMap’s free API. I will cover working 
with React Native components, imagery and styles, 
and loading and parsing JSON data. 

GettinG started 
First, download the source files from GitHub  
(netm.ag/react-270). You will find a ‘source-imagery’ 
folder that contains the tutorial images, an ‘article-
steps’ folder that contains the source code for each 
step (plus comments), and a ‘completed-project’ 
folder containing the final source project. 

You’ll need Xcode for compiling the iOS apps 
(available from the App Store) and the Homebrew 
OSX package manager (brew.sh). Once you have 
Homebrew installed, you can open a Terminal 
window and run the following commands (if you 
have issues, check out netm.ag/install-270):

●   brew install node  to install Node.js
●   brew install watchman  to install Watchman,  

a file-watching service 
●      brew install flow , a static data type checker 
●      npm install -g react-native-cli  to install React Native

You can create the project by typing  react-native init  
 weatherapp . Make a note of the project folder and 
open it to see React Native’s default folder structure. 
The iOS directory is where the iOS platform’s project 
files reside. The file we’re interested in at this point 
is ‘index.ios.js’. Open this up in your editor of choice.

Build a native moBile 
app with React native
Anton Mills shows you how to build iOS applications using React  
Native, Facebook’s new native application development framework

  React

Abou t t he Au thor

Anton Mills
w: antonmills.com  
t: @antonmills
Job: Creative 
technologist
areas of expertise: 
Creative technology and 
game development
q: who’s your web hero?  
a: Rich Davey (aka 
Photon Storm) and the 
many who contribute 
to the amazing Phaser. 
It rocks

 resource
Look out for Nuclide. 
Built on top of Atom, 
this new development 
environment is focused 
on React and React 
Native, with a wealth 
of great features: 
nuclide.io

View source

files here! 
All the files you need for this 

tutorial can be found at  
netm.ag/react-270
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Let’s take a look at the folder structure: 

●  Lines 8-11 include the React requires for 
this component of the app

●  Lines 15-32 declare the default class for the  
 weatherapp  and its render methods

●  Lines 34-51 define the styles used in the app
● Line 53 is this Component’s export name

The first thing we need to do is to prepare a blank 
canvas. Change the render method to:

render: function() {
    return (
        <View style={[styles.container, {backgroundColor: this.
state.backgroundColor}]}>
        </View>
    );
}

This creates an empty view using an array of styles 
- the container style and a state variable called  

 backgroundColor . We will change the  backgroundColor  
variable based on the current temperature when we 
query the weather API for data. We can also set the 
container’s style to use  flex: 1  for centring.

container: {
    flex: 1
},

Now we’re going to use React’s  getInitialState  method. 
This is invoked automatically on any component 
when the app is run. We’ll use it to declare state 
variables that are used later. Add this above the 
render method in the  WeatherApp  class:

getInitialState: function() {
    return {
        weatherData: null,
        backgroundColor: "#FFFFFF"
    };
},

Now is a perfect time to jump into Xcode and hit play 
on the simulator to see your application. One of React 

getInitialState is
invoked automatically
on any component
when the app is run

Leaderboard xxxxxx

React Native is very new, and is constantly being developed 
to introduce new features. As a result, there are a number of 

glitches that can occur. While writing the article, I hit an error that 
displayed as ‘Watcher took too long to load’ (netm.ag/error-270). 

A simple search in the platform’s excellent GitHub Issues area 
(netm.ag/gitissues-270) will normally match any issues you might be 
experiencing with a resolution. If not, you can post your problem 
and within half a day you should have some feedback – the 
community is excellent and very supportive.  

Another amazing resource is reactnative.com, a community-
driven news aggregator for React Native that features a lot of new 
projects that are being built with the platform. If you ever want 
some inspiration (or, for example, to check out the source code 
for building a Sudoku game) take a look at netm.ag/examples-270. 
There’s a whole host of existing source code that very well 
commented, so will make excellent learning material.

You can follow the discussions on Twitter with the @reactjs 
and @reactnative accounts. Both will keep you up to date with 
the newest features and projects, and both are extremely helpful 
if you need a helping hand.

coMMunity support 
  FOcUS ON

Helping hand The React Native website is a great source of inspiration and 
for learning, offering a wealth of source code information
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Native’s fantastic features is its recompile speed. Edit   
 #FFFFFF  to another colour and hit ‘cmd+R’ to see the 
almost instant reload – pretty neat! 

decLarinG constants
Let’s declare the constants used for the background 
colours, and another for the openweathermap.org URL 
that provides the weather data. Add the following 
just below the React requires:

var BG_HOT  = "#fb9f4d";
var BG_WARM = "#fbd84d";
var BG_COLD = "#00abe6";
var REQUEST_URL = "http://api.openweathermap.org/
data/2.5/weather?units=metric&";

We’ll also need to use another of React’s built-
in methods,  componentDidMount . This is invoked 
automatically when a component loads successfully. 
We’ll use it to query the navigator to get the current 
geolocation. Add the following after  getInitialState  
method and before the render method:

componentDidMount: function() {
    navigator.geolocation.getCurrentPosition(
        location => {
            var formattedURL = REQUEST_URL + "lat=" + location.
coords.latitude + "&lon=" + location.coords.longitude;
            console.log(formattedURL);
        },
        error => {
            console.log(error);
        });
    }, 

When compiled, the simulator will ask you to allow 
the application access to your location. You should 
see the completed URL (the variable  formattedURL ) 
displayed in the Xcode output window. React Native 
uses  console.log()  to display content like this – very 
handy for debugging.

The next step is to send our latitude and longitude 
to the  openweathermap.org  API. Add the following 
code below  componentDidMount  and above  render :

fetchData: function(url) {
    fetch(url)

Edit your colours and
hit ‘cmd+R’ to see the
almost instant reload
– pretty neat

Leaderboard xxxxxx

React Native comes with many features and APIs, such as 
Geolocation, Camera and Vibration, as well as Multi-Touch, 

Notifications and iOS UI elements including TabBars, Sliders, 
Pickers and ScrollViews – just to name a few!

Its APIs enable you to interact with the mobile device’s native 
counterparts and abstract all the native iOS development away, 
leaving you free to program your applications for one consistent 
platform, which leverages your React development experience 
from its HTML counterpart. This is a dream come true for any 
React developers that want to dip their toe in the waters of mobile 
development, or even seasoned mobile developers looking to 
consolidate their programming efforts to one consistent platform.

It’s worth mentioning that React Native is currently only focused 
on delivering a stable development environment for iOS – but 
fear not, Android users. While there is no information available 
regarding the Android release date, it is planned that React Native 
will of course offer Android as a platform.

For more information, check out the React Native homepage at 
facebook.github.io/react-native, and the main documentation pages 
at netm.ag/doc-270. These will not only provide more detailed 
information about each topic, but also sample code and some video 
content to help you get started with the features. Facebook has 
spent a lot of time and effort creating a really great set of resources 
that are easy to read and very detailed, while the code examples 
given will help you get up and running with the other elements of 
the platform in minutes.

Further reAding 
  iN-depth

Moving forward We’ve only really begun to scratch the surface of React 
Native with this tutorial
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    .then((response) => response.json())
    .then((responseData) => {
        var bg;
        var temp = parseInt(responseData.main.temp);
        if(temp < 14) {
            bg = BG_COLD;
        } else if(temp >= 14 && temp < 25) {
            bg = BG_WARM;
        } else if(temp >= 25) {
            bg = BG_HOT;
        }
        
        this.setState({
            weatherData: responseData,
            backgroundColor: bg
        });
    })
    .done();
},

The above code connects to the API to get the JSON 
response. It then parses the location’s temperature 
and updates the state variable  backgroundColor . When 
the app next renders, it uses this new colour. 

Finally, you need to add a line that will call this 
new  fetchData  method from the  componentDidMount  
method. The following code goes directly below the  
 console.log  we used to display the URL:

this.fetchData(formattedURL);

As there may be a delay in loading API data, we need 
to display a new view that will act as holding text. 
The following method will return a new view with 
loading text:

renderLoadingView: function() {
    return (
        <View style={styles.loading}>
        <Text style={styles.loadingText}>
        Loading Weather
        </Text>
        </View>
    );
},

As the app renders, it needs to check its state to see 
if the weather data is available or not:

if (!this.state.weatherData) {
      return this.renderLoadingView();
}

Now, add your own custom  loading  and  loadingText  
styling into the styles and this section is done. 

When you test the app, you should briefly see the 
loading message and then a background colour that 
reflects the temperature. 

WeatHer inforMation
It’s now time to create the component that displays 
the weather information. Create a new folder called 
‘App’ in your project root. In this, create another 
folder called ‘Views’ , into which we’ll copy the  
 WeatherView  template from the article steps. 

You will notice it is almost identical to the main 
class. As it already contains placeholder text, we’ll 
jump back to our main  index.ios.js  class and add a 
declaration for the component.

var WeatherView = require('./App/Views/WeatherView.js');

Then in the render method, we simply add:

<WeatherView />

Upon restarting the simulator with ‘cmd+R’ , you 
should see ‘TEST’ displayed in the centre of the 
screen. You’ve now loaded your new component.

addinG icons
Now we’re going to add icons to our Xcode project 
for each of the weather types (codes are provided 
at netm.ag/weather-270). In Xcode, open ‘Images.
xcassets’ and drag all of the images from the 
‘weather_icons’ folder.

To save a lot of typing, go into the GitHub repo, 
and replace your current ‘WeatherView.js’ with the 
one in Step 7. The new code you can see is an array, 
indexed by the weather icon code returned from 
the API. Before we can use it, we need to pass the 
weather data into this component. 

In order to achieve this, we can use state variables 
again, and – thanks to  propTypes  – we can declare the   

templates This is the main 
React Native template from 
the CLI tool
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 data-type  we expect back. Add the following directly 
under the  WeatherView  class creation:

propTypes: {
    weather: React.PropTypes.string,
    temperature: React.PropTypes.int,
    city: React.PropTypes.string,
    country: React.PropTypes.string
},

Let’s amend the markup returned from  WeatherView . 
The following code adds a weather image, plus text 
for the temperature and city and country. Notice 
how the tags reference the  props  variables and, for 
the image, the variable for the key of the array, so 
the correct image shows.

<View style={styles.centreContainer}>
    <Image source={weatherIconArray[this.props.weather]} 
style={styles.weatherIcon} />
    <Text style={styles.weatherText}>{this.props.
temperature}&deg;</Text>
    <Text style={styles.weatherTextLight}>{this.props.city},</
Text>

    <Text style={styles.weatherTextLight}>{this.props.
country}</Text>
</View>

The styles we need to add for this are:

weatherIcon: {
    width: 132,
    height: 132,
  },
  weatherText: {
    fontSize: 62,
    fontWeight: "bold",
    color: "#FFFFFF",
    textAlign: "center"
  },
  weatherTextLight: {
    fontSize: 32,
    fontWeight: "100",
    color: "#FFFFFF",
    textAlign: "center"
  }

Here we specify the weather icons’ width and height. 
The  weatherText  style creates a large, heavy font for 
the temperature, and  weatherTextLight  creates a light 
font for the location fields. 

addinG data
All that remains is to add some data. Head to your 
‘index.ios.js’ and update the render method to:

var city = this.state.weatherData.name.toUpperCase();
var country = this.state.weatherData.sys.country.
toUpperCase();
var temp = parseInt(this.state.weatherData.main.temp).
toFixed(0);
var weather = this.state.weatherData.weather[0].icon.
toString();

return (
      <View style={[styles.container, {backgroundColor: this.
state.backgroundColor}]}>

          <WeatherView
                weather={weather}
                temperature={temp}
                city={city}
                country={country} />

      </View>
);

This parses the JSON response and takes the city, 
country and temperature data, and passes it to 
the component. Now if you ‘cmd+R’ to restart the 
simulator, you should see your final app. 

This is the core of building a React Native 
application. It’s that simple! I hope you enjoy 
working with it.  

ReSOURce
React.parts is a 
great hub for listing 
components that have 
been made by the 
community and open 
sourced. Bookmark it 
 – it’s a goldmine: 
react.parts/native-ios

area info You will be asked to accept geolocation for the app

The tags reference the
variable for the key of
the array, so the correct
image shows
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‘A web for everyone’ is the tagline for web 
accessibility. As more and more of our 

transactions go online, web accessibility is becoming 
more important than e ver. But, what if your site was 
designed to be ‘a web for the privileged’? 

Before 2006, Target was one of those websites. 
Its negligence of web accessibility practices resulted 
in a landmark lawsuit with the National Federation 
of the Blind (NFB), which fundamentally changed 
our legal understanding of the American Disabilities 
Act (ADA) (netm.ag/case-270). The crux of the case 
was whether the ADA also applied to the accessibility 
of online locations, even though it didn’t explicitly 
say so at that time. Target argued that its visually 
impaired customers could simply access their 
physical locations. The courts disagreed, and ruled 
in favour of the NFB.

There has been a surge of accessibility lawsuits 
in North America in recent years. Lawsuits are 
generally targeted at organisations that provide 
essential services, such as travel and education. You 
might not expect that those creating the laws would 
come under fire themselves. In 2006, Donna Jodhan, 
a legally blind consultant, found she couldn’t apply 
for a job with the Government of Canada, because its 
website was inaccessible (netm.ag/case2-270). In 2007 

the case went to court, and the Government of 
Canada was required to make its website accessible 
to the blind within 15 months of the final ruling. 
As a by-product of this case, it created an award-
winning, open source accessibility framework called 
the Web Experience Toolkit (netm.ag/wet-270).

Positive change
Organisations that invest in an accessible web can 
see a tangible positive impact or financial gain. 
For example, Tesco was also called out by the RNIB 
for the inaccessibility of its website. It committed 
to a goal that anyone, regardless of their physical 
or cognitive abilities, would be able to check out 30 
items within 15 minutes. Its investment paid off 
– the newly accessible site added 13 million GBP 
to its annual revenue (netm.ag/tesco-270).

In another example, the Center of Civic Innovation 
in the US embarked on a study to design a digital 
ballot that was accessible to people with low literacy 
and mild cognitive disabilities (netm.ag/case3-270). 
The results of the design experiment have not yet 
been implemented, but can you imagine a world 
where everyone can not only shop online, but also 
vote independently online wherever they are? Now 
that’s truly a step towards a web for everyone. 

A web for everyone
Melody Ma explores some landmark cases of what happens  

when organisations don’t consider accessibility
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Melody (@melodyma) is a web developer and a software product 
manager. She is a member of the W3C Web Accessibility Initiative 
Education and Outreach Work Group
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